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That's the 2nd highest pass rate in the nation!
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Top GOP leaders
back congressional
probes of Russia
hacking
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congress' top Republicans on
Monday endorsed investigations into the CIA's belief that
Russia meddled in last month's
election to help Donald Trump
win, suggesting potential battles ahead with the incoming
commander in chief over Moscow and U.S. intelligence.
"The Russians are not our
friends," declared Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell
as GOP leaders steered toward
a path contrasting starkly with
the president-elect's belittling
dismissal of the spy agency's
assessment and his past praise
for Russian President Vladimir
Putin.
The Senate's intelligence
panel, led by Richard Burr,
R-N.C., will conduct a bipartisan inquiry, according to McConnell, who also expressed
support for a related probe by
the Armed Services Committee,
chaired by Sen. John McCain,
R-Ariz. Though declining to
say whether he believes Russia
tried tilting the election toward
Trump. McConnell said, "I
hope that those who are going
to be in positions of responsibility in the new administration
share my view" about Moscow.
Shortly afterward, House
Speaker Paul Ryan. R-Wis.,
released a statement backing
an investigation the House Intelligence Committee has already started on cyber threats
posed by foreign countries and
)- See GOP Page 6
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And they cried out in a loud
voice: "Salvation belongs
to our God. who sits on the
throne, and to the Lamb."
Revelation 7:10
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CCSO,MPD combine on arrest of Murray man
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com

By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & limes
Units with the Calloway County Sheriff's Office and Murray Police Department gather Monday at the
intersection of
Sixth and Maple streets in downtown Murray after a foot chase ended with a supsect in custody.

Calloway Count) Sheriff
Sam Steger said that a Murray man was arrested Monday
morning after leading authorities on a foot chase that ended
after he attempted to leave the
scene in an occupied vehicle.
Steger said Capt. Richard
Steen was sent to the area of
Crass Tire at the intersection of
Sixth and Main streets downtown at about 11:30 a.m. after
he learned though a tip that
Ricky D. Turner, 41, had been
spotted driving a vehicle near
Crass Tire, then had parked his
vehicle at the business.
Upon arriving, Steen reported that he found Turner
standing beside his vehicle and
attempted to apprehend Turner, who was named in an arrest
warrant for theft by unlawful
taking of an automobile from
Graves County.
). See MURRAY MAN Page 2

MPD warns of missing
packages in community
By MICHAEL
GALLAGHER
mgallagher@murrayledger.
corn

Department."A lot of times they
get set on the front porch, and
it makes it easy for a passerby
will ill intent to just walk up and
snatch that package.
The Murray police are warn"If you're not able to be
ing the public about packages home,have it delivered to a famgoing missing from door steps ily member or friend who might
in the community.
be home and can hold onto the
In the midst of the holiday package temporarily until you
season, many customers turn to can get it."
online shopping as a means to
Thieves will often follow
beat department store lines or to delivery vehicles - such as UPS
save costs on excessive holiday and FedEx - then grab packages
shopping. With nobody home, after they have been delivered.
this provides a great opportuni- Residents are even more suscepty for thieves to steal unattended tible to these crimes around the
packages.
holidays due to the high volume
"A lot of times you have of home deliveries.
packages and gifts being delivIf given the option, always
ered to homes," said Sergeant
0- See PACKAGES Page 2
Brant Shutt of the Murray Police

MICHAEL GALLAGHER/Ledger & Times
Several packages will be left on door steps this holiday season. Law enforcement encourages people to be cautious when leaving packages on door steps and report suspiscous activity.

Corner makes stop at Murray State Wall Street Journal includes MSU
in story on thriving college towns
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom

James Corner has been pretty
busy since being elected to Congress in November.
Most of that activity has surrounded getting things in order
in Washington for the Monroe
County Republican, who had
previously served as Kentucky's
agriculture commissioner. However, he was longing to get back
to the far western portion of
his new domain, and Monday
brought that chance.
Corner made his first visit to
Murray since winning the 1st
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
- District seat count by spending Kentucky 1st District Congressman James Corner (left)
much of the day in the com- chats with Hutson School of Agriculture Dean Dr. Tony
munity, which included a visit Brannon (middle)and Murray State University Foundation
to a place he had wanted to see President Bob Jackson Monday after arriving in the lobby
up close for a while, the new- of Hollis Franklin College on the MSU campus.
est dormitory on the Murray
State University campus. Hollis Christian Barnes and other MSU ty of my district and one of only
officials. "I really do appreciate three (Campbellsville UniversiFranklin Hall.
"Things have changed a bit Calloway County and Murray ty and Lindsey Wilson College
since I was in school," Comer State University, though, and a being the others), and I want to
said as he took a guided tour big reason I'm doing this today see it continue to grow and exof Hollis Franklin with Madi- is to show that I am thinking of
). See COMER Page 2
sonville Student Ambassador this place. It's the main universi-
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By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murraylecigercom
Monday's online edition of
The Wall Street Journal includes
a story sure to get the attention
of Murray-Calloway County
residents and officials.
It was a story about communities that had lost jobs mainly
to China and had recovered.
thanks, in large part, to the presence of universities.
The plight of Lee County,
Alabama leads off the piece by
writer Bob Davis, detailing how
its largest city, Opelika, lost
7,000 industrial jobs due to Chinese competition. That is then
followed by the story of how
Murray and Calloway County
have recovered after the 2002
departure of the Mattel toy manufacturing plant to Mexico so
that company could better compete with China,
In Opelika, it was nearby Auburn University that helped spur

its comeback, while in Murray,
Murray State University was
critical to the community's unemployment rate going from 9.3
percent in 2003 to below 4 percent today.
"It's a very positive article,
great for Murray. Kentucky.
certainly Murray State University and Calloway County." said
Dr. Bob Jackson, who is a board
member for the Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation, as well
as the president of the Murray
State University Foundation. He
is also a former 1st District state
senator. "It says a lot about our
community and how we work
for the common good.
"We actually knew it was
coming, because we knew (Davis. a senior editor with the Wall
Street Journal) was in town.
The thing was we didn't know
what the content would be, but

oliday Gift Certificates
ivate Rooms Available for
of Your Christmas Parties

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.
407 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071
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WEATHER

a low around 18. From front
North northeast wind
around 6 mph be- pand."
also said that he believes
coming east after theCorner
path taken for Hollis Franklin
could have been different. The $28
TODAY
TOMOFtROW midnight.
Friday: Partly sun- million project required bonding
ny, with a high near approval from the Kentucky Gen39. South southeast eral Assembly.
"I just think that was unnecwind 6 to 9 mph.
essary," Corner said, citing that
Daily Forecast
Friday Night: Rain MSU's financial condition should
. Today: A 30 per- likely, mainly after have kept it out of such requireCloudy, ments. "Right now, they all have
bent chance of rain midnight.
to get legislative approval, and
before noon. Mostly with a low around 37. that takes time. The thing with
cloudy, with a high South wind 8 to 14 me is that I don't think places like
near 45. North wind mph, with gusts as Murray State (along with other
high as 21 mph.
campuses such as the University of
3 to 8 mph.
Kentucky and Western Kentucky
Saturday:
ShowTonight:
MostUniversity)should have to fall into
ers.
Cloudy,
with
a
ly cloudy, with a low
that just because you have others
around 26. North high near 53. South in this state that aren't financially
northeast
wind wind 10 to 16 mph healthy."
However, policy and such
becoming west in
around 7 mph.
a back seat compared to the
Wednesday: the afternoon. Winds took
Corner viewed Monday.
features
Mostly sunny, with could gust as high as This included a first-floor great
a high near 37. 24 mph.
room where Hollis Franklin's 388
Night: residents can attend events and acSaturday
North northeast wind
snow tivities, and with the doors having
and
Rain
around 7 mph.
large windows, visitors can see
likely.
Mostshowers
Wednesday
what is happening inside.
Night: Partly cloudy, ly cloudy, with a low
Also viewed Monday were Hol28. West lis Franklin's kitchen and laundry
with a low around around
19. North wind 6 to 8 wind 8 to 10 mph be- room as well as a recreation room.
coming north after All of this was quite impressive
mph.
to Corner's newly named director
Thursday: Most- midnight.
of case work, Luke King, one of
ly sunny, with a high
Sunday:
Mostly two MSU alums on Corner's team
near 28. North wind sunny, with a high along with Caroline Cash,his new
6 to 8 mph.
Thursday Night: near 33. North wind
Mostly cloudy, with 7 to 10 mph.
From front

•MURRAY MAN

The Murray Police Department
is advising residents to take several precautions when making onFrom front
line purchases.
"Some of the main things to do
consider any type of shipment
is add delivery instructions when
protectioni,or insurance.
: Many homeowners have began you have the option," Shutt said.
installing security cameras direct- -If there is a place the delivery
ed at their front porch to try and person could put it that's out of
minimize theft. This allows res- sight, it would be a lot better than
idents to monitor any activity at in view of a passerby - especially
their home, and if any theft does higher end items and more expenskcur, the video recording can be sive items.
"You could try to order where
ised when filing a police report.
it utilizes a signature upon the delivery, that way if nobody is there,
7PEAR SANTA,
it won't be left sitting out. You can
I WANT IT AU_
also pick packages up at the post
SAUY
office or UPS stores later, or try
to deliver it at another time when
'somebody is home.
is, if you have a workplace that
allows it, just have it delivered at
work."
Mail theft is a federal crime and
carries a five-year jail sentence if
prosecuted. Supplementary tips
Dec. 13
for package delivery and safety
12 shopping
are available at usps.com.•
days to Christmas
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"When Ricky saw Richard approaching, though, he decided he
didn't want to stick around," Steger said of how a foot chase began with Turner allegedly leading
Steen to the area of Sixth and Maple streets "From what I'm told,
(Turner) then hid behind a tree,
and he stayed there for a little bit.
"Then, as Richard was approaching him again, a pickup
truck pullid up to the (four-way
stop sign at Sixth and Maple, and
he made a run for the truck and
tried to get in the truck (occupied

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Murray State University
and
(left)
Corner
James
Congressman
Kentucky 1st District
student ambassador Christian Barnes stand inside a second-floor game room Monday afternoon inside MSU's newest dormitory complex, Hollis Franklin College. Barnes
guided the freshman Congressman on a tour of the facility during Corner's first visit to
Murray since being elected to the position.
who have already been sworn into field representative for U.S. Sen.
chief of staff.
"This might've made me want their duties, due to special circum- Mitch McConnell, has accepted a
similar position with Corner.
to stay and try for my master's," stances.
The visit to Hollis Franklin was
Corner won his general elecKing said as he viewed Hollis
Franklin's wares, while pondering tion contest with Christian County just one of several stops Corner
his new responsibilities. "It al- Democrat Sam Gaskins, but also made while in Murray Monday.
lows me to use what I've learned won a special election that was re- This included several meetings
here and learned after I left here quired due to the resignation of 11- with MSU officials,including Hut(particularly at the Department of term Congressman Ed Whitfield son School of Agriculture Dean
Agriculture under Corner). And of Hopkinsville, who had already Dr. Tony Brannon and MSU Presithat will be every day on the front announced his intentions to retire, dent Dr. Bob Davies.The day's acbut left Washington in August.
lines."
tivities ended in a more relaxed atCorner also revealed Monday
Comer is one of 54 freshmen
mosphere, with a seat at the CFSB
Kenwestern
face
to
familiar
that
a
heading to Congress: 27 Demofor MSU's basketball conCenter
crats and 27 Republicans. He is, tuckians had joined his team. MarBethel. IN
with
test
longtime
Benton,
a
of
Wiles
however, one of three freshmen ne

At the
several
adminis
with the
Laker
helping
a ship
Laker S
to serve
this year

by two people). He actually did handcuffs, Steger said he was in the first degree (on foot); tamsearched,which he said resulted in pering with physical evidence and
open the passenger-side door.
"From what we were told, he MPD DetectVe Angel acre find- menacing.
Turner was taken to the Calthen told the occupants that, 'I'm ing evidence to support charges of
loway County Jail without bond
in a hurry and I need a ride now.' drug possession.
When all was said and done, pending other charges in Calloand he'd pay them 20 bucks to
Turner was still facing the theft way and Graves counties.
take him away from there."
"We've been looking for him."
charge
out of Graves County.
progress
Steger said that this
was stymied when the occupants New charges in Calloway now Steger said of Turner. "He's been
were able to block Turner's al- include possession of a controlled someone we've been wanting to
leged attempt to board the truck. substance in the first degree, first talk to about some thefts and burBy that time. Steger said Steen offense (methamphetamine): pos- glaries that have occurred lately
and several MPD units had ar- session of a controlled substance here. So, when I heard he was
rived to take control of the situa- in the first degree, first offense driving around (Monday), I absotion, with MPD Detective Michael (drug unspecified); illegal posses- lutely made sure we made people
Weatherford and Steen combining sion of a legend drug; possession in the area quickly, and we got a
of drug paraphernalia buy/pos- lot of help on this from Murray PD
on the apprehension.
Once Turner was placed in sess; fleeing and evading police as well. It was a team effort." II

ers today.
MSU President Dr. Bob Davies offere4this statement:
From front
"Murray State is proud to be
an
important part of the Murray
from talking to him, we knew
he was very interested in college and Calloway County communities. We embrace our role of betowns."
Jackson said Davis came to ing one of the many factors that
Murray after visiting the Auburn lead to economic growth," Daarea. He said that, to his knowl- vies said."As I have stated, and
edge. Davis visited several of firmly believe, as Murray State
the community's industrial facil- succeeds and grows,so does the
ities, including Briggs and Strat- area. As as the city and county
ton, S'portable Scoreboards, succeeds, so does Murray State.
iwis and the Mattel plant that It is a symbiotic relationship.
"Our recently produced ecowas the center of the community's problems in 2002. Within a nomic impact report supports
year. though,that plant was back this very well. The goals in our
to work with a new name. Pella, strategic plan guide us in ada window manufacturing com- vancing Murray State to being
pany based in Iowa, and contin- an even stronger economic catues to employ about 900 work- alyst for the region. The fact that

III JOURNAL

many of our alumni remain in
western Kentucky,4S0,3uPports
this important relationship between Murray State and the region."
"A lot of people played significant roles in our recovery,
and it was good that (Davis)
looked at so many different
sides." Jackson said of the article that also included interviews with Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
restaurant owner Martha Lamb,
Pella's plant manager Brad Cary
and Murray-Calloway EDC
President Mark Manning. In the
article, Cary talks of how he actively recruits MSU for workers,
along with assistance with software and manufacturing issues.
"It says a lot that he chose to

Same here,mid
pick:
unding
(the communitie
Auburn and MSU)have in common. Of course, on one hand.
you have a large land-grant university and, on the other, you
have a nationally recognized
medium-size university, but we
both have come through a very
tough time."
Davis' article also notes that
Calloway County now has 12
percent more total jobs since
Mattel left in '02.
The article is expected to run
in the main paper today. The
online version is accessible at
http;//www.wsj/com/articles/
theres-an-antidote-to-americaslong-economic-malaise-collegetowns-1481558522.•

Mobile Science Activity Center coming to Calloway County
monwealth to give students the
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Department opportunity to conduct scientific
of Agriculture's high-tech Mo- experiments related to agriculbile Science Activity Center ture using current educational
(MSAC) is coming to four dif- standards and core content.
ferent area schools this week.
The MSACs contain iPads,
The MSAC will visit Murray a 70-inch LED monitor and an
Elementary today, Southwest all-in-one touchscreen desktop
Calloway on Wednesday, North computer. Students will interCalloway on Thursday and East act with the teacher using the
Calloway on Friday to teach stu- iPads through Insight360 softdents about agriculture and its ware. The mobile units contain
vital role in their everyday lives. internal generators; heating,
Three MSACs travel to ventilation and air conditioning
schools throughout the corn- (HVAC) systems and handicapped-accessible ramps.
The mobile units are admin-

istered by the Division of Agricultural Education, Farm Safety
and Farmland Preservation in
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture's Office of Marketing.
For more information about
the Mobile Science Activity
Center, contact the Division of
Agricultural Education at 502782-4125 or visit kyagr.comi
marketing/mobile-science-center.html.
The MSAC program is supported by the Kentucky Agricultural Development Fund
and Kentucky Agriculture and
Environment in the Classroom

Inc.'s member partners, including Farm Credit Mid-America,
Kentucky Pork Producers Association, Kentucky Soybean
Board, Kentucky Corn Growers Association, Kentucky Beef
Council, Kentucky Cattlemen's
Association, Kentucky Poultry
Federation, Kentucky Horse
Council, Kentucky Small Grain
Growers Association, Kentucky
Veterinary Medical Association,
American Dairy Association
of Kentucky, Kentucky Dairy
Development Council and Kentucky Farm Bureau. MI

Every Donation Brings
Hope.
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

!KNOW
In \I
1293 Bethel Road,Benton

270.753.9999
See this property
and many more at

www.SBGproperty.com

Imagine yourself living in this beautiful 3 bethoorn, 2 bath
home, just minutes away from downtown Benton, but in
the heart of a peaceful subdivision. Greet visitors from your
large front porch into the beautiful foyer with captivating
hardwood loon and enjoy cooking meals in the updated
kitdien bossing exquisite cherry cabinets. The detached
garage with the finished mom above it is a must see. Complete with another bathroom and kitchen area,it is perfect for
visitors mesmerism
MILS 089007 $179
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EDUCATION
Santa Project receives
administrative assistance

iger & Times
University
room Mon)ge. Barnes
first visit to
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Corner.
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on foot); tamI evidence and

Photos provided
At the onset of December
several Calloway County
administrators assisted
with the Calloway County
Laker Santa Project by
helping to unload and sort
a shipment of toys. The
Laker Santa project hopes
to serve around 750 kids
this year for Christmas.

Photo provided
Murray High School Seniors were Inducted into the National Honor Society during
a special ceremony held Inside the Murray High School Gym. Membership in the
National Honor Society (NHS) is based on a student's fulfillment of four requirements:
scholarship, leadership, service, and character. Members with a 3.5 GPA who meet all
four requirements and complete an application will be admitted to the National Honor
Society.
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Photo provided
CCHS SENIOR EARNS MSU SCHOLARSHIP: Bryan Warner- Americorps College and
Career Coach, left, and Guidance Counselor Laura Crouse, right, are shown alongside MSU representative Raymond Sims as he presents senior T.J. Maness the MSU
Education Minority Scholarship.
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MURRAY
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL FUTURE TIGER
NIGHT: Murray Elementary
School hosted their Future
Tiger Night for students
who will be entering MES in
the fall as kindergarteners.
During the evening parents
and their children who will
be future tigers are able
to tour the school, meet
with Kindergarten teachers
and experience MES firsthand. Families were able
to enjoy pizza provided by
the Family Resource Youth
Service Center. Top photo
shows Future Tigers in
the gymnasium during the
evening, while right photo
shows Robin Brown, MES
kindergarten teacher, discussing kindergarten with
parents and their children.

Kamden Price
12th Grade
Calloway High

The Murray Bank Student ofthe Week is Mr Kamden Price a senior student at Calloway County High School Kamden has achieved at a high
level while at CCHS attaining a 3.9 GPA on a 4.0 wale and has already been taking college level coursework through Murray State University
racer Academy as well as honors,accelerated and AP classes. Pnce has been an honor roll student all four years at CCHS. He is the son of Matt
and Monica Price of Murray, KY
Minden has been very involved as a varsity basketball player all four years of high school serving as the team captain for the last two years.
Other extra-curTiculor activities include memberships on Future Business Leaders ofAmerica(FBLA)four years,co-leader ofthe Laker Rat Pack
cheering section supporting his classmates in other sports, and future Farmers of America (FFA). In FFA, he has been a regional winner in
Roriculture competition and placed second in the region in nursery competition which has led to fifth and sell piece finishes respectively in
these statewide events Price possesses special skills in that he is proficient In Microsoft Office Word. Excel and PowerPoInt and has excellent
typing skills. Additionally he has been involved in a number of community service activities.

American
Red Cross

Brought to you by:
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COMMUNITY
Photo provided
MURRAY UONSCLUB:The
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center
hosted a meeting of the
Murray Lions Club. MCC
Senior Citizens Center
Director Mark McLemore
(pictured) showed the
members the facility and
the food services area, and
spoke about the mission
of providing a focus that
allows a person's senior
years to be filled with activities and friendships, as
well as fun and new experiences. He also mentioned
the center's facilities are
being expanded to offer
new activities as well as a
state-of-the-art conference
facility. A meal was served
to the Lions Club members which was typical of
the daily offerings at the
center.

Bell ringers needed
The Calloway County Salvation Army Service Center is in need of bell ringers from 11
a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 17, at Wal-Mart.
Contact Kerry Lambert at 270-753-7265 to vol-

Santa Hustle 5K to be held
The Murray Business Lions Club is hosting
the Santa Hustle 5K at 8 a.m. on Saturday, Dec.
Martha
Finney Andrus 17. Dress up or come with your Christmas cheer
and race along the Murray State campus through
Community editor the 3.1-mi
le course which begins at the MSU
gates and continues on 15th Street and Olive Boulevard. Free event
T-shirts and Santa hats will be given with the $25 entry fee. Register
at www.mblc.club.

Need Line issues urgent need
Need Line still needs items to complete the Christmas food boxes
which includes 100 boxes of stuffing mix, 200 cans of fruit, 550
boxes of margarine or butter and 550 dozen eggs. Please bring these
items, as soon as possible, to the Need Line office at 509 N. Eighth

Sew-A-Thon planned
The United Methodist Women of Murray will host its annual
Sew-A-Thon on Jan. 30 through Feb. 3. Simple children's dresses,
shorts and blankets are sewn for missions and volunteers are needed
to sew the pre-cut fabric at their homes. An instructional picture
guide or a computer thumb drive are available for loan to those who
need assistance. For more information, call Margaret Fritts at 270759-3950 or Anna Wright at 270-753-6835.

Special Olympics selling ornaments
Special Olympics is offering its annual ornament sale with proceeds to support the Western Kentucky Polar Plunge that will be on
Feb. 18. Special Olympics athletes have made hand-painted Christmas ornaments that will be sold for $5 for a small ornament and $7
for a large ornament. Purchases may be made by contacting Laura
Miller at lmiller@soky.org or from the Murray/Calloway Special
Olympics Facebook page. To learn more about the West Kentucky
Polar Plunge, visit kentuckyplunge.com.

CCHS SBDM Council to meet
The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 14, in the media
center.
. —

Free health screening offered
A free health screening will be available from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Wednesday, Dec. 14, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
'Center for Health and Wellness. Call 270-762-1348 to schedule an
appointment.

MAG to offer adult workshop
A workshop for adults,crAfter Hours at the Murray Art Guild will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 15. The project is a willow twig
tree and the instructor is .1nstin"Roberts. Contact the MAG for registration at 270-753-4059 or email murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

MWC Delta Department will meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
10:45 a.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 14, to carpool to the Murray State
University Pogue Library. The program will be "Just Look What We
Have Done" with a tour of the Murray Woman's Club collection at
the Pogue Library. Lunch will be after the meeting at a location to
be announced. The hostess is Janet Dees.

Line dance class offered
A line dance class will be held at 5:30 p.m. every Wednesday at
the American Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Drive. Class fee is $5.A
couples line dance class will be at 6:30 p.m. and class fee is $10 or
$10 for both classes. For more information, call Donna at 731-4450080 or show up for the class. Everyone is welcome.bfbvbvvbbvbv

American Legion to meet Thursday
American Legion Post 73 will meet Thursday, Dec. 15, at the Legion Veterans' Hall at 310 Bee Creek Drive. Food will be served at
6:30 p.m. and the business meeting will begin at 7 p.m. All veterans
are invited to attend. For questions, call Mark Kennedy at 270-7523333.

Numerous accolades highlight MSU
School of Nursing and Health Professions
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's School of Nursing and Health Professions enjoyed several Fall 2016 semester highlights,including a 100
percent pass rate for the August Family Nurse Practitioner (FNP)
Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) graduates, the announcement of
a new master's in athletic training program, and statewide recognition of several students at the recent Kentucky Nurses Association
Convention.
The new master's in athletic training program will start in the
summer of 2017 and allows incoming freshmen to complete a fiveyear program and graduate with their master's in athletic training.
The program will be a traditional four-year bachelor degree schedule that will switch to a 24-month, year-round curriculum at the end
of the fourth year. The program is designed to focus on strengthening students' critical inquiry, cultural competence, and patient care
skills through didactic and clinical education.
"We are excited that the master's in athletic training can now
actively recruit for its first class," said Dean Marcia Hobbs of the
School of Nursing and Health Professions. "Offering this level of
education for athletic training keeps the Murray State program competitive with the trends nationally and allows a student to accomplish a graduate degree within five years." ,..
The athletic training program is a part of•the Department of Applied Health Sciences, which also offers undergraduate degrees in
exercise science, public and community health, and nutrition, dietetics, and food management. In addition to the master's degree
in athletic training, the department also offers a master of science
degree in nutrition that is combined with an accredited dietetic internship.
On Nov. 22, the school was notified that the undergraduate dietetics program was acknowledged by the Accreditation Council
for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics(ACEND),recognizing the
program for its innovative teaching practices. The program will be
featured on the ACEND website and in their upcoming newsletter.
In other news,the BSN-DNP family nurse practitioner graduates
of August 2016 achieved a 100 percent pass rate on the national
certification examination. Katy Garth directs the program and has
purposively made changes to meet the challenges for national recognition.
Doctor of nursing practice student Elizabeth Garrett was recognized at the recent Kentucky Nurses Association Convention held
Nov. 3-4. Garrett presented a poster titled "Self-Management Program to Increase Medication Adherence in the HIV Population" and
won first-place in the poster competition. Both Cainan Jones (current DNP student) and Carolyn Winchester (recent DNP graduate
of Murray State) also presented posters. Dr. Linda Thomas, who

retired from the position of RN-BSN coordinator at MSU in 2015,
was presented with the KNA Nurse of the Year Award.
"I am so pleased that the Kentucky Nurses' Association recognized one of our FNP DNP students with the best poster award at
its recent annual convention." said Hobbs."This is a peer-reviewed
event and 28 posters were judged for the honor. Attendees from
around the commonwealth were able to recognize the quality of the
work of our doctoral students."
To learn more about Murray State's School of Nursing and Health
Professions, visit murraystate.edu. For information on the new master's in athletic training program,contact Kristen Erdmann at kertimann@murraystate.edu 111

Hazel Woman's Club to meet
The Hazel Woman's Club will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Dec.
15,at the Hazel Community Center for a Christmas party. The hostesses will be Nancy Mieure, Laura Tucker and Miranda Nesbitt.

9eneralions

For nearly three generations,
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee.
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Legion officers offer help to veterans

Service officers Bill Cowan, Bobby Hale, Ray Campbell and
Mark Kennedy of American Legion Post 73 will be available from 1
to 4 p.m. each Wednesday at 310 Bee Creek Drive to assist veterans
and their families who need to file VA claim. No appointment is
necessary, and all are served on a first-come basis. For more information,call Kennedy at 270-752-3333.
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Judy Johnson
Judy Johnson,71,of Murray, Kentucky, died
at 2:25 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 8, 2016, at the
Anna Mae Owen Hospice House of Murray.
She was born May 29, 1945, in Cape Girardeau, Missouri, to Rufus Albert "Ted" Johnson and Ann Lucille Hall Johnson.
She was preceded in death by her parents;
three siblings, Shirley Ann,Donald and Al Wendell, and her dog and loving companion, Sasha,
who is shown in the photo.
Ms. Johnson is survived by her children,Lori
Johnson
Cosby and husband Kevin of Bormieville, Mike
Caldwell and wife Beth of Murray and Karen
Elizabeth Norman and husband Richard of Thomson, Georgia, and
grandchildren, Sarah Cosby, Rachel Cosby, Reece Allen Norman
and Anna Kate Norman.
A private memorial service will be held a later date.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Thomas J. Franklin
Thomas J. Franklin, 82, of Murray, Kentucky,
died at 10:05 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 11, 2016, at his
residence.
He was born April 18, 1934, in Ravenna, Kentucky,to Daniel Orville Franklin and Frances Mize
Franklin, who preceded him in death.
He was a retired school teacher and principal.
He was a member of the Webb Memorial Methodist Church and attended the First Baptist Church of
Murray. He was a veteran of the U.S. Army.
Mr. Franklin is survived by his wife, Marilyn
Wisehart Franklin; a son, Thomas W. Franklin
amd wife Amy L. of Murray; daughters, Martha
R. Morefield and husband Richard D., Julia M.
Franklin and Clara M.Gal and husband George N.,
all of Murray; a brother, Dan Mize Franklin amd
wife Terrie of League City, Texas; a sister-in-law,
Martha Hernandez and husband Jesse of Shawnee,
Oklahoma; seven granddaughters and two grandsons.
The funeral service will be at 11 am.on Thursday,Dec. 15,2016,
at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with burial to follow
in Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5 to 8 pm. on
Wednesday,Dec. 14,2016,at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

FUNERAL NOTICE
IMES FUNERAL HOME & CREMATORY,
HERITAGE CHAPEL
Timothy S.Cathey,SO
A graveside service will be at 11 am Tuesday , Dec 13,2016,
at William Billington Cemetery.

Benton parkway exit
to open this week

Special to the Ledger
traffic entering and leaving the
A contractor for the Kentucky
main line of the four-lane parkTransportation Cabinet plans to way.
open the Purchase Parkway Exit
Weather permitting, traffic
43 interchange (Kentucky 3481 is expected to move to the new
at Benton sometime late this ramps by sometime late Friday.
Marcia LaJoyce Johnson
week, according to a release is- The contractor plans to allow
Marcia LaJoyce Johnson, 83, of Henderson,
sued by the Kentucky Transpor- traffic to run on base courses
Kentucky. died Sunday, Dec. 11, 2016, at her
tation Cabinet(KYTC).
of asphalt through the winter
home.
KYTC engineers are optimis- months. The contractor will reShe was a member of Henderson Church of
tic the new interchange in Mar- turn in the spring to place a final
Christ. She previously worked in the receiving
shall County can be open with driving surface along the ramps
office of Mattel-Fisher Price. She was a big El- Timothy S. Cathey
traffic running on base courses and the parkway lanes within
vis Presley fan and enjoyed watching old movies.
Timothy S. Cathey,50,of Hazel, Kentucky,died Friday, Dec. 9, of asphalt by sometime late Fri- the project area.
She liked to collect Barbie dolls. Marcia loved her 2016,at his home.
day. Engineers anticipate proMotorists are reminded to
grandchildren very much.
He was born Nov.21, 1966,in Murray to the late John Cathey Sr. viding about 24-hour advance use appropriate caution where
She was preceded in death by her husband, Al and Janice Cook Newton.
notice when the new ramps are equipment. flaggers and conWendell Johnson; her parents, Otto I. and Izora
Mr. Cathey is survived by his wife, Rhonda VanHorn Cathey; ready for traffic.
struction personnel are continuJohnson
Bond, and two brothers, Wayne I. Bond and Bill two daughters, Tiffany Johnson of Ashland City, Tennessee, and
Motorists should be prepared ing to work along the roadway
J. Bond.
Tara Chambers of Murray;two brothers,Charles Cathey of Murray, to encounter changes in traffic in close proximity to traffic flow.
Marcia is survived by two daughters, Deborah Hein of Hender- his twin brother,and John Cathey Jr. and wife Paula of Kirksey; two flow the new ramps will create
As a reminder, work zones
son and Melinda "Lin" Lovett of Murray; one son, Robert S. John- sisters, Lydia Cathey of New Providence and Amanda Richardson at this busy interchange. About along the Purchase
Parkway
son of Madison, Alabama; three brothers, James A. Bond of Mem- of Murray; six grandchildren, Kylea Johnson,Caden Johnson,Kadie 23,500 vehicles pass through the at the 1-24 Exit 25 interchange
phis. Tennessee. Jesse Bond of Maryville. Tennessee, and Richard Linn Johnson, Dakota Sterling, Brayden Sterling and Kaleb Fluke; interchange in an average day.
at Calvert City and at the U.S.
0.Bond;six grandchildren,one great-grandchild,and several nieces and stepfather Walter Newton of Murray.
This work to bring the Exit 43 45 Bypass Exit 21 interchange
and nephews.
Graveside services are at 11 a.m. Tuesday,Dec. 13,2016,at Wil- interchange up to current Feder- in Mayfield continue to be acA graveside service will be at 11 a.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 14, liam Billington Cemetery in Murray with Ronnie Burkeen officiat- al Highway Administration in- tive. Both of those projects, also
2016, at Murray Memorial Gardens with John Dale officiating. ing. Visitation was from 5 to 7 p.m. Monday. Dec. 12,2016, at Imes terstate standards is among sev- aimed at allowing 1-69 to be
There will be no visitation.
eral projects aimed at allowing extended southward along the
Funeral Home & Cremtory, Heritage Chapel.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Henderson Church of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the burial fund for Interstate 69 to eventually be ex- parkway in the future, have a
Christ, 1202 N. Green St., Henderson, KY 42420.
Timothy S. Cathey, c/o Murray Bank,405 S. 12th St., Murray, KY tended southward along the Pur- July 1, 2018. target completion
Online condolences may be left at www.tappfh.com.
chase Parkway to Mayfield. The date. MI
42071.
Tapp Funeral Home.a Life Celebration Home in Henderson,is in
existing cloverleaf was designed
Online condolences may be left at wwwimesfh.com.
ill- Al
tow
charge of arrangements.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, is in charge for slow-speed traffic exiting after a stop at the interchange toll
of arrangements.
both. The new design is a modVan Waugh
ern diamond interchange that
Van Waugh,73,of Fort Worth. Texas,formerly of Murray, Ken- James Dale Erwin
provides additional space for
tucky, died Friday, Dec. 2, 2016, at Harris Methodist Hospital in
James Dale Erwin, 74, of Hazel, Kentucky, died Monday, Dec.
I bi
/ii•
i
I
acceleration and deceleration of (
Fort Worth.
12,2016,at his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H.Churchill Funeral Home.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray.
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Stile in diuk-affesEted neorns Bevin to name new economic
driven by rural opioid use
development secretary
By LINDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Writer

months.
The study, led by University of Michigan researchers,
CHICAGO (AP) — A surge
in U.S infants born with symp- found that about 21 percent of
toms of withdrawal from heroin U.S newborns with withdrawal
or strong prescription painkillers symptoms in 2013 were from
is driven largely by rising drug rural counties, up from 13 peruse among women in rural ar- cent in 2004.
eas,a new study found.
To come up with their estiThe problem in urban and ruthe researchers analyzed
mate,
ral areas was about the same in
a
dataset
of U.S. hospital dis2004 — about I in 1,000 births
were affected. But by 2013, the charges compiled by the governrural rate had climbed to almost ment's Agency for Healthcare
8 in 1,000. In urban areas, it Research and Quality. The rereached 5 per 1,000 births.
sults were published Monday in
The rates correspond with
Pediatrics.
JAMA
women's use of opioid drugs
studies also found an
Earlier
during pregnancy. This includes
use or misuse of oxycodone and increase nationwide, and other
other prescription opioid pain- data show rural areas have been
killers, and use of illegal narcothard hit by the U.S. opioid epics.
idemic.
Newborns whose mothers
The new study shows there's
use these drugs during pregnancy are at risk for seizures, an urgent need for more proexcessive crying, problems with grams to make it easier for
breathing, sleeping and feeding women in rural areas to obtain
and other withdrawal symptoms.
prevention services and treatTreatment sometimes includes
methadone and babies may need ment for addiction,the researchto be hospitalized for weeks or ers said. II

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Republican Gov. Matt Bevin
says he will name a new economic development secretary.
Kentucky has not had a fulltime economic development
secretary for more than a year.
The acting secretary resigned
last month to take a job in the
private sector.
Friday, Bevin told reporters
he has already selected a fulltime secretary and would make
the announcement this week. He

said the person would start on
Jan. 1
The economic development
secretary's job is to recruit and
attract businesses to the state to
create jobs. Bevin said not having filled the position for more
than a year has not hurt the
state's recruitment efforts, saying the state is well positioned
to take advantage of jobs he
says will be created by President-elect Donald Trump's administration.•
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Today I honor my precious Daddy. I Thank
God for blessing me with Daddy who always
made me laugh, never complained,saw the
good in everyone, loved the Lord and loved
me unconditionally. Because God sent His
in Jesus, our Savior, I'll walk with Daddy
again for eternity.
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•GOP
From front
extremist groups. He called any
Russian intervention "especially
problematic because under President Putin, Russia has been an
.aggressor that consistently undermines American interests."
Underscoring the possible
collisions ahead between Trump
and the men leading his party in
Congress, McConnell and Ryan
struck tones markedly more confrontational toward Russia than
he has.
Trump on Sunday called the
CIA's contention "ridiculous"
and blamed the disclosures concerning its assessment on Democrats who he said were embarrassed over losing last month's
election.
The chairman of the House
Intelligence Committee, Rep.
Devin Nunes, R-Calif., released
a letter Monday to National Intelligence Director James Clapper
complaining that recent reports
of the CIA's conclusion clashed
with Clapper's prior statement
that he lacked "good insight"
about the connection between
Russian hacking of Democratic
campaign documents and their
release by WikiLeaks. Nunes requested a briefing on the subject
for this week.
The GOP leaders expressed
their views after a weekend in
which Trump also said he would
not need daily intelligence briefings, a staple of presidents' days
for decades and a flouting of a
convention common for presidential transitions.
Meanwhile,Trump continued
his cavalcade of meetings in his
Trump Tower offices in New
York on Monday with potential
appointees for his new adminis-

tration and other leading GOP,
congressional and corporate
figures. Among them was Carly Florin*, who unsuccessfully
vied with Trump this year for
their party's nomination
Fiorina, the former Hewlett-Packard CEO, was there to
discuss national security issues
and is seen by some Trump advisers as a candidate to be director of national intelligence,
overseeing the government's
17 intelligence agencies. She
chaired an external CIA advisory board under President George
W. Bush but has not worked for
the federal government.
Fiorina said her conversation
with Trump included "hacking,
whether it's Chinese hacking or
purported Russian hacking."
Others meeting with Trump
included moderate Democratic
Sen. Joe Manchin of West Virginia, No. 3 House GOP leader
Steve Scalise of Louisiana and
former Texas Gov. Rick Perry,
another GOP presidential contender whom Trump defeated.
The campaign chairman for
defeated Democratic presidenAP Photo/Susan Walsh
tial candidate Hillary Clinton
urged the Obama administration Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell of Ky., speaks during a news conference on Capitol Hill In Washington, MonMonday to reveal what it knows day.
about any Russian efforts to gence agencies have gathered on tion or
ignoring the seriousness pointedly praised NATO, the
As expected, Trump's tranhelp Trump win. John Podesta, the subject.
of the intelligence community's alliance that Trump criticized sition team formally announced
whose emails were stolen and
All 10 are unlikely to vote for conclusion about Russia's ac- repeatedly during his campaign. he would name Goldman
Sachs
posted online, said the adminis- Trump when the Electoral Col- tions,"
she said.
"I think we ought to approach president Gary Cohn, 56, to
tration "owes it to the American lege meets next Monday. Nine
McConnell said he has "the all of these issues on the as- head the White House National
people" to release details of the are Democrats, and Texas Re- highest
confidence" in U.S. in- sumption that the Russians do Economic Council. The council
intrusions, which included the publican Chris Suprun has said telligence
agencies and said it not wish us well," McConnell provides policy advice to the
hacking of Democratic Party he won't vote for Trump.
"defies belief' that Senate Re- said.
president.
files.
Other Democrats calling for publicans would be reluctant
In a nod to the Trump asserTrump's team also said he'd
Podesta said the Clinton cam- congressional investigations of to scrutinize
Russian tactics. tion about Democrats' motives, picked Gen. John Kelly to head
paigns also supports a call by Russia's role in the elections He
recounted Russia's annex- Ryan said the congressional in- the Department of Homeland
10 of the 538 members of the include House Minority Leader ation
of Crimea from Ukraine in quiries "should not cast doubt on Security. Kelly is a former comElectoral College for Clapper to Nancy Pelosi of California.
2014, said Baltic nation leaders the clear and decisive outcome mander of U.S. Southern Comprovide information that intelli"There must be no equivoca- are nervous about Moscow and of this election."
mand.

Drug abuse, scant state resources, hurting child safety On the ground! Police help man
stage proposal to girlfriend

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The number of children who babies born addicted to drugs
An outside panel has concluded have died or suffered serious in- from impaired mothers.
that Kentucky's social service jury because of abuse or neglect
The recommendations adsystem is "grossly underfunded" is rising, the report said. It also dress concerns state social
seras the state's child protection found that the system is so un- vice workers have been voicing
system struggles with the large derfunded that it can't fulfill its publicly for months
— espenumber of children whose par- mission to protect children, the cially about drug addiction
and
ents are abusing drugs.
panel added.
a shortage of workers to deal
The Child Fatality and Near
"This mission is not a luxu- with a rising number of cases at
Fatality External Review Pan- ry for Kentucky children," the the beleaguered agency,
the Deel's findings were published in report said. "There should be partment for Community Based
its annual report released Mon- adequate resources provided in Services.
day, the Courier-Journal revolt- order to deliver a full-service
The findings present a chaled. The panel is an independent array to Kentucky's families and lenge for the Bevin and
the
body created four years ago to children.
legislature at a time when state
review the most serious cases of
The report also urges the state resources are tight and the govchild abuse or neglect.
to better address the problem of ernor is committed to addressing

the state's severely underfunded
public pension system as a priority.
Social services, along with
many other state departments,
has seen funding slashed since
2008 when a deep recession began.
Bevin, who has said child
protection,foster care and adoption is also a priority, was able
to provide social workers with a
raise this year and a new salary
schedule that also allows many
senior employees to get pay increases.
Workers have said they appreciate the raise but their biggest concern is the overwhelming number of cases they must
take on.•

TOM:
Domestic Short Hair Mix •
Seven months.
Male

MOBILE. Ala. (AP) — Police in one Alabama city said they
helped stage a man's arrest so that
he could really just kneel down and
propose to his terrified girlfriend.
With the help of two officers,
Dai won McPherson, 33, tricked
his girlfriend, Shawna Blackmon,
into thinking he was on the run and
had a gun. The offiCeri "converged
on the couple and other members
of their biker community outside a
gas station Friday night. Blackmon
said the scenario seemed real.
"I was scared," Blackmon, 28,
told WPM1-TV "I said he was going to jail. they are going to shoot
him."
A video viewed nearly 10
million times online by Monday

BABY:
Domestic Short Hair Mix •
Adult •

SHELTER HOURS:

Mon-Fri. 10 ani-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
For more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270)759-4141

shows the officers rushing up to
the couple with stun guns, ordering McPherson down. Blackmon,
terrified, stands between them with
her hands up. Then, McPherson
asks her to take his 'gun' from his
pocket. She pulls out an engagement ring instead,and is overcome
with emotion as on of the officers
holsters his stun gun and hugs her.
"I really wantelf'th bring the
bike life and the police together,"
McPherson told Al.com "I can't
believe 1 actually pulled this off."
The stunt has launched a lively online debate about whether
this was a public relations win for
the Mobile Police Department, or
a risky escapade that could have
gone wrong.
Police spokesman Terrence Perkins said McPherson approached
police earlier in the day with the
idea, which was run up the chain
of command for approval from an
assistant police chief.
Perkins, who attended the stunt
to ensure all went smoothly, said
no guns were involved and added
that the Tasers weren't loaded. Police also made sure the scene was
safe by informing all other on-duty
officers about the scene before the
fake call went out.
"At no time was he placed
in any danger or anyone on the
scene," Perkins said.
Perkins said police have received some negative comments
but that the positive feedback far
outweighed the negative. "It actually showed us outside the capacity of writing tickets. It showed that
we do have human side as well,"
the police spokesman said. II
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MORNING NEWSPAPER CARRIER

The Murray Ledger &Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for a Newspaper Delivery Carrier to assist In the
morning distribution. Papers are delivered early mornings6 days per
week. Must have dependable transportation, valid driver's license,current
vehicle insurance, ability to work early morning hours,Saturdays and
some holidays, physically able to lift bundles of newspapers repetitively.

•

Hazel Location
405 Main St.
270.492.8388

Apply at location.
01 Whitnell Ave. Murray, Ky 42071
Murray Ledger er Times is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.
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Center for Accessible Living hosts Accused shooter had list of
Holiday Open House
other black churches in his car
By MEG KINNARD
Associated Press

3/Susan Walsh
lington, Mon-

Trump's tranally announced
3oldman Sachs
Cohn, 56, to
-louse National
;H. The council
advice to the
also said he'd
Kelly to head
of Homeland
a former cornS- outhern Corn-

JORDAN FERGUSOWLedger & limes
The Center for Accessible Living hosted a Holiday Open House at their off Monday. The open house featured a healthy
spread of various snacks and items for their clients as well as anyone else who wanted to visit and learn more about
the center and their mission. Shown,from left, are Ricky Childress, Bill Marcum, Jamie Winterdove, Lead Independent
Living Specialist Carissa Johnson, Independent Living Specialist Jennifer Johnson, Sherry Adams and Park Board
Interim Director Jason Lovett.

China says Trump's Taiwan comments cause 'serious concern'
By NOMAAN MERCHANT
Associated Press
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away province to be reunified
with the mainland, by force if
necessary.
BEIJING (AP) — China said
Geng's comments are the
that it had "serious concern" strongest public condemnation
about President-elect Donald China has made of Trump's critTrump's most recent comments icisms of current American poliabout Taiwan, and warned that cy toward Taiwan.
any changes to how America
Beijing was already angered
deals with the self-governing by Trump's Dec. 2 phone call
island could damage diplomat- with Taiwanese President Tsai
ic ties between Washington and Ing-wen, the first time an AmerBeijing.
ican president or president-elect
China's comments Monday has publicly spoken to a Taicame a day after Trump said in wanese leader in nearly four dea television interview that he cades. China considers any refdidn't feel "bound by a one-Chi- erence to a separate Taiwanese
na policy.",
head of state to be a grave insult.
Geng Shang, a spokesman
Trump followed the call with
for China's foreign ministry, two tweets accusing China of
said that established policy is manipulating its currency, unthe "political foundation- of any fairly taxing American imports
diplomatic relationship between and provoking tensions in the
China and the U.S., and that any South China Sea.
damage to it could render coopOver the weekend, he told
eration "out of the question."
"Fox News Sunday" that he
"We urge the new U.S. lead- wouldn't feel "bound by a
er and government to fully un- one-China policy unless we
derstand the seriousness of the make a deal with China having
Taiwan issue, and to continue to to do with other things, includstick to the one-China policy," ing trade."
Geng said.
Trump said his call with Tsai
Since recognizing the Peo- was "very nice" and strictly
ple's Republic of China in 1979, meant to congratulate him on his
the U.S. has adhered to the winning the presidential elecone-China policy, recognizing tion.
Beijing as the capital of China
"Why should some other naand maintaining only unofficial tion be able to say I can't take a
relations with Taiwan. Ameri- call?" he said."I think it actually
can law, however, requires the would've been very disrespectU.S. to ensure that Taiwan has ful, to be honest with you, not
the means to defend itself and to taking it."
treat all threats to the island as
In Washington, the White
matters of serious concern.
House and State Department
China split from Taiwan amid both reaffirmed the U.S. govcivil war in 1949 and continues ernment's commitment to a
to regard the island as a break- one-China policy.

White House spokesman Josh
Earnest said "the United States
government, under the leadership of President Obama, has
been and remains firmly committed to our one-China policy."
He added that "the Obama administration does not view Taiwan and our relationship with
Taiwan as a bargaining chip."
State Department spokesman
John Kirby the department had
"continued what has been a bipartisan approach for the past 40
years with respect to a one-China policy."
Hours after Trumps interview
with Fox aired, China's' Communist Party-controlled 'Global
Times published a Chinese-language
editorial
headlined:
"Trump, please listen clearly:
'One China' cannot be traded."China needs to launch a
resolute struggle with him,- the
editorial said. "Only after he's
hit some obstacles and truly understands that China and the rest
of the world are not to be bullied
will he gain some perception."
"Many people might be surprised at how the new U.S.
leader is truly a 'businessman'
through-and-through,- the paper
said, referring to Trump's suggestion of using the one-China
policy as a bargaining chip."But
in the field of diplomacy, he is as
ignorant as a child."
The Global Times, which is
published by the party mouthpiece People's Daily, often runs
commentaries that target nationalistic sentiment with provocative language.
Chinese officials have been
more restrained so far. They

Every Donation
Brings Hope.

may be still trying to learn how
to make their positions clear to
Trump without feeding a vicious
cycle of insults and heightened
tensions, said Dali Yang, a political science professor at the
University of Chicago.
However, Trump's suggestion that he could negotiate on
Taiwan likely went too far for
China, Yang said.
"He expected for China to
bargain again for the one-China
position, perhaps by giving up
something on trade or something
of that nature," Yang said. "This
is actually the foundation of the
U.S.-China relationship, rather
than something to be bargained
over.- II

he could kill himself after the Jaiings but changed his mind when he
didn't see any police immediately
CHARLESTON. S.C.(AP) —
after the shooting.
When he was arrested, the man
"Oh no. I was worn out," Root
accused of killing nine people said, when an agent asked if he
during a Bible study in a Charles- thought about killing more black
ton church had a list of other area people.
black churches in his car, law enEvidence shown in photographs
forcement officials testified Mon- introduced Monday showed Root
day.
was essentially living in his car.
At the time, Dylann Roof told Recovered from his black sedan
FBI agents he was too "worn out" were items of clothing, food, bevfrom the June 2015 shootings at erages and an empty liquor bottle.
Emanuel AME Church to pursue There were also travel brochureS,
further shootings. But prosecutors a cellphone,laptop computer and a
trying him on dozens of federal burned American flag.
charges presented evidence to juProsecutors also questioned
rors that Roof, armed with a hand- a witness about Roof's gun purgun, ammunition, clothing and chase. Ronnie Thrailkill, manother supplies, could potentially ager of Shooter's Choice in West
have been planning more violence. Columbia, testified that a typiDuring roughly two hours on cal background check was done
the stand, former State Law En- on Roof when he came in to buy
forcement Division agent Britta- a Glock .45-calibur handgun in
ny Burke testified that names of April 2015,two months before the
a handful of other churches and shootings.
their addresses were found on a
At that time,Thrailkill testified,
handwritten list in a backpack in Roof filled out the standard paperRoof's car.
work required by federal law and
Also on papers found in Roof's left to wait out a three-day waiting
car were phone numbers for the period to allow for background
Statehouse complex in Columbia, checks.
as well as the name of Denmark
Roof had been arrested for
Vesey,one of the historic founders drugs two months earlier, but Lexof Charleston's Emanuel AME.
ington County Sheriff Jay Koon
Vesey led a failed 1822 slave told The Associated Press after
rebellion that drove the church the shootings that a jail clerk had
underground. After the plot was entered incorrect information that
reported, Vesey was hanged and wasn't ever fixed in a state datathe church was burned. The church base.
was rebuilt, but in 1834 all black
When Roof sought to buy the
churches were banned and mem- gun, an FBI examiner spotted the
bers worshipped "underground" arrest, but because of the error,
until 1865, when Emanuel AME called the wrong agency to get
Church was formally reorganized. his record. Without the necessary
Burke is one of the state agents documents,the purchase had to go
who processed evidence found in through after three days, and Roof
Roof's car when he was arrested received the gun.
after the shootings at the church
Victims' families are suing the
known as Mother Emanuel. A jury. FBI for negligence in allowing the
began last week hearing testimony sale. FBI Director James Comey
against Roof,22, who is on trial on has said Roof should have never
33 federal charges. including hate been allowed to buy the gun and
crimes and obstruction of the prac- promised a full review.
tice of religion.
Also Monday, state police ofRoof has formally entered a not ficers testified about matching 70
guilty plea to all the charges. But bullets recovered at the shooting
his attorneys have said he's will- scene to a gun with Roof's fining to change that to guilty if pros- gerprints, found in his car. Proseecutors agree not to seek the death cutors also introduced dozens of
penalty against him.
phcsographs from Roof's website,
In his videotaped, two-hour mant6,4 him posing at various
confession played for jurors last Charleston area historic sites, inweek, Roof told FBI agents he cluding several plantations. III
left bullets in a magazine so that
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GARDEN CENTER • NURSERY • FLORIST
2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 270-753-4050
•.... •••

(from Murray take 94E, 1-1/2 miles on right)

FRESH CUT FRASER FIR
CHRISTMAS TREES ARE HERE!!!
Choose from 6' to 9' Tall Trees

Top Quality Trees & Wreaths
k-

Shop Earlyfor Best Selection!
Free Delivery in Murray!

\1\11\10
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00010
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5%3
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Wreaths • Holiday Decor • Holiday Flags
Poinsettias • Christmas Cactus

25% OFF Christmas Items
(Excludes trees and live wreaths)

New Hours For Winter: Mon.-Sat. 9am-3pm

www.beanstoblassoms.com

• info@beanstoblassoms.COM
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CLASSIFIEDS
classifiedernurrayledger.com

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

.
11111111M=11211111111111
$10.00 Colunui Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
1
40% Discount 3rd Run. Perks.)
(.411 3 Ads Must Run Vifitfrin 6 Day
53.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Cliv•sifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

•,:•ADVERTISERS are
Aquested to check the
..8rst insertion of their
:
.
4
.-•
ads for any error.
7.0:* Murray Ledger &
.'euTies will be responsible for only one incorrect
:insertion. Any error
. should be reported i
mmediately so
—1 corrections can be
made.

toarne be a member of
eta UPG team! Must
be 21 years old, have
CDL with tanker and
Pi a z ma t
We
.endorsements.
offer competitive pay,
Company paid benefits,
end weekly incentives
based on self motivation. If you are hardworking and self motivated, then this Is the
'Job for you!Please
em
ail
ghines@ upgas.com. or
apply in person.

PART
time
Help
Wanted.Working every
Thursday and substituting. Apply in person
at Christian Childcare
Center, 810 Whitnell
Street.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Let us hold your
resumes in our
blind P.O. Box
Murray Ledger &
Times.

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

270-753-6556
1506 Dulguld Dr.
TOO 1400445-1833 ext253

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Large IBA
1BR Apt. Close
to campus. NO pets.
$310 plus deposit
270-556-7928

t_
10AjWay Ledger

& Times
I 1
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
7 3-191

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
Owned Operated by The McClure's
270-753-9224

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

ioa-.thcis .mcs,

Nice 2Br, 2Ba Duplex
with garage. Call
270-227-7414
Backed by our family's 130-+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

Single Mausoleum in
Murray Memorial
Gardens. $4200.00.
270-492-8061 or 270293-6037.

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
THE 'Murray Ledger &
Queen $195.00
Times dotzsiders its
Full $185.00
sources relrab, but
King $385.00
inaccuracies do Occur.
Readers using this, 270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
information do so at
Takellome today!
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

The Murray Electric Sys em is now accepting
applications for the position of Customer
Service Representative. This position requires
employee to collect, balance, document, and
deposit all payments from customers. Position
also assists customers in setting up new
'accounts, termination otlieviponbanstating
-.services, and collection of deposits and fees.
'Competitive salary based on experience and
• communications skills. Applications can be
obtained at the Business office at 4th & Olive,
between 7:30 am, and 4:15 p.m. M-F,
deadline for applying is December 16, 2016.
E0E. No phone calls please.

CAREER
- OPPORTUNITY
LOCAL ROUTE DRIVER/TECHNICIAN
LAKE REGION
PROPANE
31 SMALL LANE
HARDIN, KY
(270) 354-8011

Used stove, fridge,
carpeting, windows,
doors, electnc
heaters,
baseboard
gas heaters, A/C units,
etc. 270-753-4109.

I BR from $345
28R from $375

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2Bd, woodfloors, NO
pets, clean
$425
month, Call 270-2936070

1, 3, & 48R houses for
rent. Lease/deposit
required. Call 270-7534109
2BR 1Ba $575 plus
deposit
270-978-0742.
3BR 2Ba brick house.
Appliances furnished
with garage. Located at
910 Coldwater Rd.
Close
to
MSU.
$900/Month. 270-7532225 or 270-227-0836.
NEW House 3Br 2Ba
New appliances next to
Murray Hospital.
No pets. $1000/Month.
270-436-2690.
NEWLY
decorated
3BR 2BA home in
county. C/H/A. No pets.
$650/Month Rent $500
deposit.
Call 270-293-7019.
NICE farm house,
C/H/A, 2br, 1ba,

$500 +Deposit
Call after 7:00pm 270759-1204

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
1270753-6266
HOURS.
MON-FRI
800-4.00
SAT UR DAY
8 00- I 2 00

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available!

Visit us online at
www 58Gproperty corn
or
www murraykyrentals corn

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxelt,
•We rent
753-9600..

Sir
nits
flirt!!!t
•.)ri
/to
4/7 Surveillance•
812 Whitnell Avenue•Murray

270-753-3853

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
•Marrey Store & Lack - 1611 N. 126 k.
•MBC Stoop • 1900 N. 124h
Electocny, and 24r Sun aflame

•Guiaad Rata! Beal & Mial-Stenot Hwy,WE
Chrnate Control,

LET GARLAND TAKE(ARE OF YOUR STORAGE NEEDS!
1900 A N. 12th St P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY 42071
Office 270-753 2905 - Fax - 270-753-9505
• gatlandrentalsclgmaatcam

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th SL &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
femOdeled.
761-7557

2BR 2BA Duplex with
garage and central gas
heat. Price reduced.
Call Coleman Real
Estate.
270-753-9898.
2BR, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances,
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished
Pet Friendly.
$700/month.
104 Park St.
270-753-2225.
270-227-0836

*I

Wheitxt you hase a tall tutu.: oi need it, if0114
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in t e.Iassifieds.

753-1916

A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270-

University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

isti

0

Submcritre today
METAL
Building,
88x40ft, 12ft walls,
3 10x1Oft overhead
doors, Located: 406
Sunberry Circle,
Murray. Call 270-4362935

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

Ledger & Times Fair
Notice
All real egate advertised herein
n subject to the Federal Fair
Housing An, which makes at
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or &Arrant*
Murray

Homing Act

DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.corn
(270)436-2858.

bon hase,l on ram Color, religion. sei, handicap. familial status or national ongin, Or Intention to nuke arty such preference., limitations or discrumnalant
Mate laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law,
We will knoweglv accept amt
advertising for red eta* which
IS rut n minion of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis,
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requireCrients, confect NAA Coun,t
Rev P Milam fall 648-1000

Murray Ledr:r & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Marva% IlEy 42071

(270) 753-1916
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BITTER
BLIZZAR
BLOWIN
BOOTS
BREATH
BUNDLE
CHILL
GOAT

lger & Times
Murray Ledger & Times
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 • 9
530
G 30

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

edger.cotr;
Gallirnore Electrical ContraCtors.

LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

ERCIAL

hulesirial/Csomerdal/losidsetial
lawn C.Gallium
Wry W. ECMULEAYCOM

McClure s

(270) 759-0890

OF MURRAY

Warm Damaged floors
BraCe6 & Roc( Jose
Remocleing & Plantsng

BATTERIES

Hill Electric

OF

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

MURRAY
24/ 7 Service

-6
Dm-actor

k cif _

200
Poplar
Street

753-9562
www.hillelectr-

270-917-1980

arii of funeral
iway Co.

I, AD

LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
.3••••

LEAF MuLateaG
& REMOVAL

John Doe

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

7 years old • 2-4-15

ACTUAL AD SIZE!

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

(color ad with photo)

Over 28 Years
Expenence
Zach 270-873-7700

Murray Ledger Er Times

David 270-227-1106

,in

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE

$15

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

Say 'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
to someone special!

CLEAN CU

AN Year Septic Noels
Tertellenom
leper
fart,firm*
Vole Rod%
Soda Mick
(270)2934686

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

WI Do Inetnnoe Work
& Mastercard •Ccepled

-mess,

HILL 313111C
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling

270-293-3248

•Hunte lenprtnernaus
Bash •Kitchen
A Atli:lawns

& DEBRIS HE %IOVAL

•Paustang
•711• •Floonng •Decb

Hon Flaw

HOME
&
Office
Cleaning, Great Rates
and References Call
Theresa 270-445-1440

4270)227-3140
42701474-0321
itorage Rentals

•Insured qr Discount
•Frre Esnmates

weekly & special pickups
lb/ owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

Let us help
you spread
the word.
Classifieds
work!
Coll

MT us a part
of your daily
routine...
and
don't
i
-r
'
miss a
I
beat!
\ '1
—N---- Subscribe
today
753-1916
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*Member of "A - Rating
on Angie's Lam
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WHERE IS ELFIS TODAY?

Don't forget to till out your forms to be eligible to win prizes and come back tomorrow to see where
Ellis Pressley may end up next!
•
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is td place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
By Dave Green

Answer to previous puzzle

8

4 8 2 9,7 1 5 6 3
3 1 5 68 4 2 7 9
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3 9
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0
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Conceptis Sudoku
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7 6 215 3
9 4 71 2 8
3 7 41 5
5 8 36 9
2 9 13 7
6 3 8.4 2
4 1 59 6
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ACROSS
1 Sound of
agony
5 Relish
10 Made a
choice
12 Find
charming
13 Inadvertently
revealing
15"— we
there
yet?"
16 Tell
whoppers
17 Historic
time
18 Knave
20 Opera
solo
21 Country
division
22 Circus
structure
23 Red-ink
items
25 Seaside
setting
28 In the
future
31 Leave
out
32 Lathered
up
34 Y r. parts
35 Storage
site
36 Mine
rock
37 Bettor's
paper
40 Downloadable
read
41 Spirited
attack
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Any answer from one of these three spots will he
a correct answer for this day.

0
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42 Inferno
describer
43 Verse
creator

A
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DOWN
1 Back
tooth
2 Sung
dramas
3 Certify
4 Ensnare
5 Cook's
mint
6 Spots on
TV
7 Hit song
of
1958
8 Source
9 Do over
11 Widen
14 About
10% of
Africa
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Yesterday's answer
27 Engine
part
29 Artemis'
twin
30 Infer
33 Bus
terminal
35 Twowheeler
38 Young
one
39 Maple
fluid

19 Academy
attendee
20 Bewildered
24 Beach
footwear
25 Did a
thorough
search
of
26 Onecelled
organism

0.4

THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virginia Dr., Orlando, FL 32803
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Laidig Back
Tea years ago
The Murniy-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation is the recipient of a 5250,000
grant by the Delta Regional AuthorIthat will be used to upgrade a
railroad spur of the Hardin Southern
railroad servicing Murray Industrial
Park.
Ilse entire city of Murray was
cicilked in a shroud of dense fog
limiting visibility and slowing traffic Through the city this morning.
Pictured at the November meeting
of,the Murray Magazine Club are
Toni Hopson and Annette Alexander.
.Mr. and Mrs. Nathan David Roberts will be honored with a reception
in Celebration of their 50th wedding
.1 .
anmversary on Dec. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Max McClure will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 23.
•The Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors held its annual
baftquet and awards presentation at
che Murray Country Club on Dec.
I The Hoyt Roberts Award was
presented to Bonnie Byerly. The
Realtor of the Year award was presented to Mary Jane Roberson. Bill
kopperud was presented a pin and
certificate in honor of his 30 years
of'service to the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors.
,Twenty years ago
Going against the advice of City
*ttorney Don Overbey, the city
council voted to close an undeveloped road known as Richardson
Street Extended by a vote of 8-2
during a hotly debated meeting.
-Nicole Grogan is shown wrapping
presents at Calloway County High
School. The entire school raised
more than $1,000 to buy gifts and
necessities for 13 underprivileged
children as part of the Santa Project.
Following an executive session,
Mayor Bill Cherry announced that
Deputy Clerk/Treasurer Sarah Duncan will be appointed to the position
of city clerk. Duncan will fill the
position previously held by Jo Crass
who retired.
Pictured are Lindsay Lawson,
Becky Green and Dea Bank who
combined for 15 points for the Mur-

ray High Tigers as they beat Carlisle
County 74-38
Thirty years ago
An open house in celebration of
the 104th birthday of Quint T Guier of Murray will be Dec 21 at the
Bank of Murray University Branch.
The Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe
Street is pictured and is in sad shape
according to Marie Forrester, public relations chairman for the Murray-Calloway Neighborhood Girl
Scout Core. In 1946, the Murray
Woman's Club presented a check
for S3,034 to the Girl Scouts so a
cabin could be built in the Murray
City Park. The cabin is deeded to
the Girl Scouts and has been maintained over the years through contributions and a voluntary work force.
A scholarship fund has been established at Murray State University in
memory of Parvin and Ina Blalock,
lifelong residents of Calloway
County.
Forty years ago
Patsy Massey,RCT and an employee of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, became the third-gallon
donor in the two-year history of the
Murray-Calloway County. Hospital
Blood Bank.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Runyon and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wesson.
Fifty years ago
Bobby E. Dunn of Murray has
been promoted to senior chemist at
B.F. Goodrich Company at Calvert
City. He joined the firm in January
of 1965.
In high school basketball games
Calloway County beat South Marshall and Trigg Country beat Murray High. High team scorers were
Ralph Sliger for Calloway and Vic
Dunn for Murray.
Sixty years ago
Carolyn Reaves, Sherry James,
Sherri Payne, Trudy Lilly and Sandy Lilly presented a program at a
meeting of the Sigma Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Elected as officers of the new Junior 4-H Club at Murray Training
School were Edna Jones, Denny
Kemp. Judy Culpepper, Susan Evans and Greta Brooks.

Daughter who values privacy
keeps gabby mom at distance
DEAR ABBY: My mother has a
DEAR ABBY: I have an issue
tight circle of friends she socializ- with my daughter marrying a man
es with often. They are all retired who has no job. She has been supwith grown children and grandchil- porting him financially. He has had
dren and eager to share every bit of a few jobs,but he gets fired or quits
news of their lives. Mom talks non- within a few weeks or months.
stop
about
My daughter is 30 and never
her friends' married. She's an assistant prochildren's fessor at a good university and a
parenting leader in her field of education.
challeng- Her intended has no career and no
es, marital prospects. He asked her to marry
squabblesand him without consulting me. Maymedical is- be I'm old-fashioned, but I would
sues.
The have expressed my concern about
challenge for his lack of career.
me is that
I can't alienate my daughter by
anything
I saying the wrong thing. But what
Dear Abby
tell her be- if she can't work someday and he
by
comes fod- can't support a household? He has
Abigail
der for their a million excuses. I don't think
cocktail-hour he's the man she thinks he is. My
Van Buren
discussion, life lessons tell me he may never
which then be the man she thinks he could
gets around our community.
be. I have come to the conclusion
After hearing that the daughter that marrying him would bring her
of one of my mom's neighbors only misery. What should I do? -knew the results of my breast biop- VERY WORRIED DAD
sy, I stopped sharing anything perDEAR VERY WORRIED
sonal. This has damaged our rela- DAD: It would not be wrong if,
tionship. She doesn't think mothers without putting her fiance down,
and daughters should keep secrets you expressed to your daughter
from each other, and I agree, but your concern about his employshe also said she won't keep se- ment record (or lack of one) and
crets from her friends.
the impact it may have on their
I miss being able to turn to her future. And when you do, raise the
for support, but do not want the question of what she thinks might
world to know my business. I un- happen if for some reason she bederstand that her friends are like comes unable to work, because
family to her, but they are not MY it's a good one, and something she
family, and I think she has cho- should carefully consider before
sen gossip over our relationship. tying the knot.
Is keeping her at arm's length my
After that,accept that at 30,your
only choice here, or is there anoth- daughter is an adult who has the
er path that I can't see? -- NONE right to go forward with the marOF THEIR BUSINESS
riage if she chooses,and keep your
DEAR NONE OF THEIR fingers crossed.
BUSINESS: Your mother's judgment is terrible. Her friends may
Good advice for everyone is in
be "like family" to her, but they "The Anger in All of Us and How
are not FAMILY. If you prefer not to Deal With It." To order, send
to have your personal business be your name and mailing address,
fodder for lunchtime conversation, plus check or money orderfor $7
then your only choice is to careful- (US.funds) to: Dear Abby, Anly edit what you tell her.
ger Booklet,P.O. Box 447,Mount
Morris,IL 610544)447.

Today In History

Ludtof Rim
Most Americans eat fruit just once a day and veggies twice a
day, which means only about 10 percent get the minimum recommended amount daily! That's gut-bashing 101. Research indicates that eating foods that provide a wide range of both soluble
and insoluble fiber -- like veggies and fruit -- may be the No. 1
one way to keep your biome in balance.(A lack of diversity in
the biome has been linked to weight gain and obesity.) So, make
sure you eat 5-9 servings of fruits and veggies, and get at least
two servings of 100 percent whole grains every day.

Too Much of a Good Thing
Taking megadoses of some vitamins can cause imbalance in
your gut. For example, researchers have found that having too
much of the B vitamin-like substance choline in your system can
keep biome-bugs from doing r:leir good works. So stick with half
a multivitamin morning and evening, with levels close to the recommended daily intake, and the same for minerals.

Balonclag the 100 DIMME
Some believe probiotics are another way to help restore balance
to your gut biome if you've gone off track.(You may be out of
balance if you're overweight, have problems with constipation,
diarrhea or gas, are prone to colds or have elevated blood glucose
levels.) We favor daily supplements that can make it through the
stomach acid to your guts: the hard-shelled Digestive Advantage
(contains bacillus coagulans GBI-30, 6086) and Culturelle (lactobacillus GG), which are activated by stomach acid. And don't
forget to enjoy no-sugar-added low-fat yogurt and other cultured
foods, like sauerkraut and kimchi, that deliver billions of bifidobacterium, streptococcus thermophiles and lactobacillus (particularly acidophilus).
***
Mehmet Oz, M.D. is host of "The Dr. Oz Show," and Mike
Roizen, M.D. is Chief Wellness Officer and Chair of Wellness
Institute at Cleveland Clinic. To live your healthiest, tune into
"The Dr.Oz Show"or visit www.sharecare.com.

Mats From Heloise

' By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 13. the
348th day of 2016. There are 18
ditys left in the year.
' Today's Highlight in History:
'10n Dec. 13, 1981, authorities in
Poland imposed martial law in a
crackdown on the Solidarity labor
movement. (Martial law formally
elided in 1983.)
On this date:
•
-In 1642, Dutch navigator Abel
Tasman sighted present-day New
Zealand.
In 1769, Dartmouth College in

New Hampshire received its charter. war prisoners, soldiers and citiIn 1862, Union forces led by Maj. zens. (China maintains as many as
Gen. Ambrose Burnside launched 300,000 people were killed; Japan
futile attacks against entrenched says the toll was far less.)
Confederate soldiers during the CivIn 1962, the United States
il War Battle of Fredericksburg; the
launched Relay 1, a communicasoundly defeated Northern troops
tions satellite which retransmitted
withdrew two days later.
television,
telephone and digital
In 1918,President Woodrow Wilson arrived in-France,becoming the signals.
In 2003, Saddam Hussein was
first chief executive to visit Europe
captured by U.S. forces while hidwhile in office..
In 1937, the Chinese city of ing in a hole under a farmhouse in
Nanjing fell to Japanese forces; Adwar, Iraq. near his hometown of
what followed was a massacre of
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BRANCHING OUT FROM ENVELOPES
Dear Heloise: Most companies today want us to
PAY BILLS ONLINE and go paperless. This makes
me nervous, so I continue to pay as many bills as
possible by mail. One month, instead of paying my
credit card by mail, 1 made a branch payment. I was
surprised when my bill came the next month but
there was no envelope included for mailing it. Instead, there
was a note on the bill that stated the company noticed I had
made a payment in person and
it was not mailing an envelope
so I could continue to make
payments in person (no envelope necessary).
I had to call and ask the company to please keep sending me
the envelopes whether I paid in
by
person or by mail.They agreed,
Heloise
but explained it was simply an
effort to save paper. -- Jim R.,
Omaha,Neb.
This is a new trend that can be frustrating to
those used to paying by check and mail. A good hint,
though, is to do what you did and call the company.
Heloise
STORAGE HINT
Dear Heloise: I have many collectible pieces, particularly holiday-themed items that I put out during
the holiday season. The rest of the year, these pieces
are stored in their original boxes in a closet.
The problem I had every year was removing the
foam inserts carefully (and without foam remnants
going everywhere),because of the snug fit within the
boxes. I solved this problem by cutting long pieces
of ribbon and wrapping the ribbon around the foam
before I packed it into the box.This allows me to pull

on the ribbon and then easily pull out the entire foam
packaging from the box. -- Samantha K.in Louisiana
TREE STAND
Dear Heloise: I pulled out my 7- to 8-foot Christmas tree, but could not locate the stand. I had an old
patio-umbrella stand, and in desperation. I tried it.
The tree fit with just a little wiggle room. I turned the
tree as I put on the decorations. It was the easiest job
you can imagine. The tree skirt was put on, and no
one is the wiser! For a smaller tree. jaht wrap cloth
around the trunk to make it fit.-- Pam F., Flint. Texas
WIPE CLEAN
Dear Heloise: It is a good hint to wipe your telephones and remote controls occasionally with antibacterial cloths to guard against cold and flu germs
and grime. -- Susan in Crawford.Texas
Don't forget doorknobs and handles throughout
the house! -- Heloise
ALIGN LID
Dear Heloise: I noticed how difficult it seems to
align the lids of some larger jars to close them correctly. I unscrew the lid and align it to the spot where
it closes the easiest,then mark the lid and the jar with
a permanent marker. All you have to do to find that
spot again is line up the marks and screw the lid back
on. -- David, via email
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise,P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio,TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope
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DUSTIN®
I PONT KNOW-.
SENDING YOUR
GRANDPARENTS A LIST
OF STUFF YOU PONT
WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
SEEMS A
LITTLE
UNGRATEFUL.

UNGRATEFUL?
YOU KNOW WHAT
THEY SENT
LAST YEAR?

A SWEATER/
FOUR PAIRS
OF SOCKS/ A
THREE-PACK OF
UNDERPANTS
AND A BOOK
THAT'S IT!

I THINK OPIE HAS
YOU e•EAT, THOUGH

PEANUTS"
YOU 6i115 OCOT KNOW
HOW TO SKI !Halt_ KILL
YOURSELVES1 YOU'LL GET
LOST IN A LIZZARD!
6ET SUNOURNED!

WELL/ JUST
REMEMBEI?
ITS THE
THOUGHT
THAT
COUNTS.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Dec. 14,
2016:
This year you open up to many new ideas, partially because of an important relationship. You
understand the importance of listening to others'
ideas and life stories. As you learn to respect different points of view, you will open up. If you are
single, the person you attract now will be a lot
different by the end of this birthday year. With that
knowledge, avoid any long-term commitments
until next year. If you are attached, the two of you
have an intensity that comes out in conversation.
Greater compassion develops between you and
your sweetie. CANCER knows how to get you to
feel deeply.

times to write out cards or do whatever knocks
your socks off. Remain more sensitive to alternatives than you have been.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You'll want to be more involved in a group
project. You seem to have been holding in your
anger for a while. As a result, you easily could be
triggered. At a certain point, you can't exercise
away hostility or dismiss hurt feelings.
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
4r*** Be willing to take a stand, but make it OK
for someone else to take center stage. You have
a lot on your plate, especially with a situation that
surrounds a child. Stay centered on your longterm goals, even if you don't feel as if they are
possible right now.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; ***** Keep reaching out for more of what you
1-Difficult
want. Detach from immediate problems and see
if you can handle them with a different approach.
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
Try to imagine what it would be like to be the oth*** Express your preference as far as where er parties in the situation; you will be more acyou would like to be. Your energy soars and could cepting as a result.
cause an unforeseen problem. Use your instincts SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
when dealing with a domestic matter. Think be- **** You'll want to relate to others on a onefore you leap into action.
on-one level more often. Choose your words with
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
care, as people could find you to be a bit sar***** Speak your mind, though you could castic. You are coming from a place of security,
get some flak from a partner, friend or loved one. even though you might be sitting on an important
Touch base with several friends at a distance. A secret.
meeting will be important; do not allow confusion CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
to keep you from attending.
***** Defer to others for now. You can be fiGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ery and possessive at times. Right now, you need
*** Resist going on a spending spree. You to stay centered, no matter what goes on. Your
know how it goes: One for this person, one for sixth sense could be working overtime. Be aware
me,one for that person, another one for me." You of your thoughts and how they might affect you.
could hit a problem before you know it. Ask your- AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
self why you need all these "things."
**** Stay centered on your daily life. You
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
might hear from several friends who care a lot
***** Your energy might be focused on some- about you. Be careful with your funds, as money
one else right now. In the near future, you'll want Could slip right through your hands, Some extra
to shift your focus to your own needs and to what canng will make a difference
must be done. Get as many of your gifts in the PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
mail as you possibly can.
***** Your creativity is likely to come up with
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
many wild scenarios Ask yourself whether the
**** You will be on top of your game for the wilder ones are workable. Flights of fancy are
next few days. Right now, you need as much rest common for you, try some of them out more ofas possible. Greet some quiet moments as great ten, Listen to what others are saying,
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 93, MACMURRAY 37
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Racers cruise past MacMurray, improve to 6-4
By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@murrayledger.com
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JEFF ARENZ/ Ledger & Times
Murray State's Michaela Manley defends MacMurray's
Kayla Horiacher in the Racers 93-37 whitewash on Monday at the CFSB Center. Manley finished with five points.

ished with 16 points a piece
and played 22 minutes after
logging 43 minutes each on
It was just their first meet- Saturday in a scrappy 72ing in history, but after the 69 overtime win at Northern
statement the Murray State Kentucky.
Racers made on Monday
Abria Gulledge contribafternoon, the MacMurray uted 14 points as the Racers
Highlanders won't be antic- out rebounded MacMurray
ipating any rematches in the 59-40. Wright scored all 16
immediate future.
of her points in the first half
Looking to improve their on 7-8 shooting.
home record to 5-1, the RacThe most startling statisers did just that at the CFSB tic of all may have been the
Center, handling the Mac- turnover numbers. MacMurMurray Highlanders (1-9) ray would end up with more
93-37 and leading by as many turnovers (38) than points
as 59 points behind a well (37), primarily because of the
rounded effort from the entire first half pressure from the
roster.
Murray State defense in the
LeAsia
Wright
and backcourt.
Ke'Shunan James, who have
Jasmine Borders collected
each entered double-figures a game his seven steals as the
in the scoring column in all Racers took away 27 possesbut one game this season, fin- sions from MacMurray.

The Racers (6-4) didn't
show a speck of rust from
the opening tip just 48 hours
later after their first overtime
contest in nearly a year. Now,
their 6-4 early season record
shows just how far they've
come.
"To be honest with you it's
a tough game, because you're
coming back from your first
road win," Murray State head
coach Rob Cross said.
"It's exciting when you
win in overtime. We did some
nice things at Northern Kentucky, got a big defensive
stop at the end of regulation
to send the game to overtime, then make the plays we
needed to make in overtime
to get a cushion. Then you
come back and two days later
you're playing a home game
that, I'm honest with the

team, you know you're going
to win the game."
The victory seemed inevitable long before the opening
tip-off. The question was,just
how far could Murray State
take the game?
Wright had the answer.
Wright opened with a
three-pointer and a steal that
lead to an assist as their half
court defense meshed with
their offensive rebounding to
form the story of the first half.
The Racers lead 33-7 after
the first quarter and 53-15 ai
the half as they started 5-11
from behind the three-point
arc (two from Bria Bethea).
After that,the game was never
in question at all. Still, Cross
found ways to input constructive criticism in the midst of
See MSU, Page 12

MEN'S BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 103, BETHEL (TN.)65

NFL

Racers bounce back at home

Rams
fire head
coach Jeff
Fisher

Jones, bench leads Racers in convincing victory over Bethel
By JEFF ARENZ
jarenz@murrayledger.com

Murray State rejuvenated
its confidence with a 103-65
non-conference win over,National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NA1A)
Division I member Bethel on
Monday at the CFSB Center.
The Racers (5-5), who
bounced back from Saturday's 32-point (78-46) loss
at Evansville, had six players
score in double figures. led by
Bryce Jones, who had a teamhigh 20 points, pulled down
seven rebounds and created
four assists.
"I was thrilled that we were
able to get back on the floor so
quickly after a disappointing
performance Saturday," MSU
head coach Matt McMahon
said. "We had a good day of
practice (Sunday), and I'm
glad everybody was able to
play tonight and make contributions. 1 thought we showed
some improvement in certain
areas.
"I'm excited to get back
the practice floor (this) morning, when we can get a couple
good workouts in preparation
for a challenging road trip this
weekend."
Murray State plays at Ole
Miss(6-3)on Thursday before
traveling to face South Dakota
State (5-7) on Saturday. The
Racers are 0-4 on the road this
season.
Heading into a challenging
stretch of games this week,
MSU gathered its confidence
against the Wildcats (9-2) on
Monday.
Jachai Taylor (19 points),
Gilbert Thomas Jr.(12 points,
nine rebounds) and Terrell
Miller Jr. (II points) ignited
Murray State's 51-20 advantage in bench scoring. Starters Jones, Jonathan Stark (16
points, five assists) and Gee
McGhee (10 points, five re-

bounds, four assists) not only
provided offense, but also distributed the ball effectively.
"We just wanted to play
hard, execute on offense, but
mostly give the utmost energy on the court," Taylor said
of the Racers' effort Monday
night."After the loss at Evansville on Saturday, we were
thinking of ways that would
help us get over this hump. We
needed to get some momentum going because we have a
lot of games coming up on this
Christmas break."
McMahon said his team
brought lots of energy in the
first 4 minutes of each half,
when MSU had leads of 10-0
and 56-33. After taking a 4328 halftime advantage, Murray State began the second
half with a 13-5 run, capped
by a 3-pointer from Stark with
16:37 left.
"In the first 4 minutes of the
game and the first 4 minutes
of the second half. I thought
we played the way we're supposed to play," McMahon
said. "I was pleased with the
success of our bench, with
Jachai and Gilbert doing a really nice job. I hope that Bryce
Jones continues to play like he
did tonight because,I think, he
has been pressing this season
as a senior. Tonight, he was
relaxed, and he brought great
energy and confidence."
Jones had an efficient effort
in scoring 20 points on 5 of 6
attempts from the field and 7
of 7 attempts at the free-throw
line.
The Racers, who outscored
the Wildcats 60-37 during the
final 20 minutes, shot 55 percent (35 of 64) from the field,
including 64 percent (21 of
33) after the break. Bethel finished with 3
.
4 percent (22 of
64)shooting overall.
Andrew Rogan posted a

The Associated Press

DAVE WINDER/ Murray State Athletics
Murray State's Demarcus Croaker finishes the breakaway dunk against Bethel on Mon0- See RACERS, Page 12 day night at the CFSB Center. The Racers won 103-65 with the help of 51 bench points.

TENNESSEE TITANS

Titans secure first winning record of season
put ourselves in position for build.
"We're doing what we
the AFC South and to beat
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — the defending Super Bowl haven't done in years, and
The Tennessee Titans are champions, who have been let's get over those and start
above .500 for the first time doing their thing all year, and talking about other things
w yr
this season and tied atop for us to come out here and that everyone says we can't
•.
the AFC South for a second really shut them down, that do that our team is accomTitans
plishing,"
Mike
gratifying,"
coach
Tidefinitely
was
straight week.
For the Denver Broncos, tans linebacker Brian Orakpo Mularkey said.
Denver (8-5) hosts New
the NFL's toughest finish is said.
even more rugged — they're
Now tied with Houston, England next, the first of
in a scrap for a playoff spot, the Titans (7-6) hadn't been three final opponents who all
just for a chance to defend tied for the division lead this are 10-game winners already.
"I mean the schedule's
their Super Bowl title.
late in a season since winning
The Titans used the NFL's the AFC South wire-to-wire nasty, but we can win those
games," Denver linebacker
third-best rushing attack to in 2008.
It's a big turnaround for a DeMarcus Ware said.
control the first half and jump
Here are some things to
out to a 13-point lead, then franchise that drafted Marcus
held on to beat Denver 13-10 Mariota at No. 2 overall in know about the Titans' big
Sunday for their biggest win 2015 before winding up with win over Denver:
AP Photo
in years.
the No. 1 overall pick, which
fumble.
"To come out here and they traded away to help reSee TITANS, Page 12 Dalmion Stafford celebrates after recovering a
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Jeff
Fisher's tenure in Los Angeles
didn't last one full season.
The Rams fired their coach
on Monday. Special teams
coordinator John Fassel will
serve as interim coach. The
Rams are at Seattle on Thursday night.
Fisher was the team's coach
since 2012, and compiled a
31-45-1 record with the Rams.
He oversaw the move from St.
Louis to Los Angeles this past
offseason.
The lack of success on the
field, capped by a 42-14 home
rout at the hands of Atlanta on
Sunday, spelled the end for
Fisher, who tied Dan Reeves
with 165 career reguklar-season defeats. That's the most in
league history, and Fisher has
the lowest winning percentage
(.512) among coaches with
130-plus losses .
Los Angeles is 4-9 this season and has scored a leaguelow 194 points.
"Making a decision such as
this, especially during the season,is one of the most difficult
in sports," Rams owner Stan
Kroenke said.
"I have great respect for Jeff
as a coach, person, father and
friend. He has worked tirelessly despite some challenging
circumstances. He played an
integral role in helping this
team make history in returning
the NFL to Los Angeles,and we
always will be grateful for
commitment and dedication to
our organization."
Fisher, 58, went 147-126 as
coach of the Houston Oilers/
Tennessee Titans and helped
that franchise in its relocation.
He led the Titans to the 1999
AFC championship.
Long respected in league circles for his work on the NFL's
competition committee. Fisher never found success — or.a
franchise quarterback — wiih
the Rams, who went 7-8-1,74.
6-10 and 7-9 in his four full sea-4
sons.
They traded up for the first
selection in this year's draft
and took Cal's Jared Goff, but
he rode the bench for much of
the season behind journeyman
Case Keenum as LA started
the schedule 3-1. Fisher finally
turned to Goff in Week 11 and
the Rams dropped all four of his

starts.
Kroenke said in his statir
ment that "this is the right time
to make a change as our performance has not lived up to my
or our fans' expectations. We
all are focused on improving is
an organization and building a
team that makes Los Angeled
proud. Our mission is to celebrate a Super Bowl title wi
our fans in Los Angeles. Today
is the first step to bringing thi
closer to that goal."•
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AREA SCHEDULE
Tuesday, Dec. 13
BOYS BASKETBALL
•
6 p.m
.. Calloway County at Fulton County
Murray High at Marshall County
GIRLS BASKETBALL
7.30 p.m.
Calloway County at Fulton County
Murray High at Marshall County
Wednesday Dec 14
No garnes scheduled
Thursday. Dec. 15
GIRLS BASKETBALL
730 p.m
Hickman County at Calloway County
MEN'S BASKETBALL
7pm
Murray State at Ole Miss

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
Tuesday, Dec. 13
Crx 1 FGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPNU - South Carolina St at Clemson
FS1 - Temple at Villanova
SEC-Tennessee Tech at Tennessee
8 p.m.
BIN -Cent Arkansas at Michigan
SEC- NC Central at LSU
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
ESE"(- Minnesota at Chicago
930 p.m.
ESPN - Oklahoma City at Portland
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
NBCSN -Chicago at N.Y. Rangers
SOCCER
HO p.m
NBCSN -Premier League, Arsenal at Everlon
1:20 a.m.(Wednesday)
FS1 - FIFA Club World Cup, fifth place, Jeanbuk (South Korea)-Amenca (Mexico) loser vs.
Mameiodi (South Africa)-Kashima (Japan) loser,
81 Osaka. Japan
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
BIN - Salon Hall at Rutgers
Wednesday. Dec. 14
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
4 p.m
ESPNU-St. Joseph's at Pnnceton
5 p.m
SEC-Louisiana-Lafayette at Georgia
6 p.m.
BIN -Chicago St at Northwestern
, ESPNU - Southern at Baylor
7 p.m.
FS1 - Ill.-Chicago at DePaul
SEC-ETSU at Mississippi St.
8 p.m.
BIN - Green Bay at Wisconsin
ESPNU- Ark.-Pine Bluff at Oklahoma St,
FSN - Nicholls at Texas Tech
10 p.m.
ESPNU -Grand Canyon at Arizona
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN -Indiana at Miami
8:30 p.m.
ESPN - Boston at San Antonio
NHL HOCKEY
630 p.m.
NBCSN - Boston at Pittsburgh
9 p.m.
NBCSN - Philadelphia at Colorado
SOCCER
4:20 am.
FS1-FIFA Club World Cup, semifinal. Atletico
Nacional vs. Mamelodi (South Africa)-Kashima
(Japan) winner. at Osaka, Japan

1 55 p.m
NBCSN-Premier League, Manchester United
at Crystal Palace
Thurs
Doc 15
ultnwi

Denver
San Diego

8 5 0 615
5 8 0 385
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
•
T Pct
x-Dallas
11 2 0 546
KY Giants
9 4 0 682
1Vas8ington
7 5 1 577
Philadslproia
5 8 0 385
North
W L T
Pct
Defron
9 4 0 692
Green Bay
7 6 0 538
Minnesota
7 6 0 538
Chicago
3 10 0 231
South
Pct
Atlanta
8 5 0 .615
Tampa Bay
8 5 0 .615
New Orleans
5 8 0 385
Carolina
5 8 0 385
West
W L T Pet
Seattle
8 4 1 .654
Anzona
5 7 1 .423
Los Angeles
4 9 0 .308
San Francisco
1 12 0 _077
x-clinched playoff spot
Thursday's Result
Kansas City 21, Oakland 13
Sunday's Results
Cincinnati 23, Cleveland 10
Detroit 20, Chicago 17
Tennessee 13, Denver 10
Pittsburgh 27, Buffalo 20
Washington 27, Philadelphia 22
Minnesota 25, Jacksonville 16
Houston 22, Indianapolis 17
Carolina 28, San Diego 16
Miami 26, Arizona 23
Tampa Bay 16. New Orleans 11
N.Y Jets 23, San Francisco 17 OT
Green Bay 38, Seattle 10
Atlanta 42, Los Angeles 14
NY Giants 10. Dallas 7
Monday's Result
Baltimore at New England, late
Thursday, Dec. 15
Los Angeles at Seattle, 8:25 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 17
Miami at N Y Jets, 8:25 p.m.

296 242
150 349
PA
238
244
317
272
PA
268
312
225
290
Pt:
428
293
358
311

PA
345
296
351
337

Pt:
274
299
194
251

PA
232
277
304
393

6 p.m.
ESPN - High Si..houl Showcase, New Albany
(mrK1.) vs. La Lumiere (Ind.). at New Castle, Ind
8 p.m
ESPN - High School Showcase, Sierra Canyon (Calif.) vs Oak Hill Academy (Va.), at New
Castle, Ind.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m
ESPNU - Appalachian St. at NC State
8 p.m.
SEC- Coastal Carolina at Auburn
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
TNT - Chicago at Milwaukee
9:30 p.m.
TNT - New York at Golden State
NFL FOOTBALL
8:25 p.m.
NBC 8 NFL- Los Angeles at Seattle
SOCCER
420 a.m.
FS1 - FIFA Club World Cup. semifinal, Real
Madnd vs. Jeonbuk (South Korea(-Amenca
(Mexico) winner, at Yokohama, Japan
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m
SEC-Clemson at South Carolina
8 p.m.
BOWL SCHEDULE
ESPNU -DePaul at Temple
(Partial list)
WOMEN'S COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL
Dec. 17 Games
6 p.m.
Celebration Bowl
ESPN2-NCAA Division I tournament, semifiAt Atlanta
nal, at Columbus, Ohio
North Carolina Central (9-2) vs Grambling
830 p.m.
State (11-1), 11 a.m.(ABC)
ESPN2- NCAA Division I tournament, semifiNew Mexico Bowl
nal, at Columbus, Ohio
Albuquerque
Friday, Dec. 16
Texas-San Antonio (6-6) vs. New Mexico (8-4),
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
1 p.m.(ESPN)
6 p.m.
Las Vegas Bowl
ESPN2- NCAA FCS semifinal, teams TBA
San Diego State (10-3) vs. Houston (9-3),
ESPNU - NCAA Division la championship,
2:30
p.m.
(ABC)
teams TEA, at Salem, Va.
Camellia Bowl
NBA BASKETBALL
,
Montgomery, Ala.
7 p.m.
(9-3)
Toledo
vs. Appalachian State (9-3),
ESPN- LA. Laken at Philadelphia
4:30 p.m.(ESPN)
9:30 p.m.
Cure Bowl
ESPN - Dallas at Utah
Orlando, Fla.
NHL HOCKEY
Central Florida (6-6) vs. Arkansas State (7-5),
6 p.m.
4:30 p.m.(CBSSN)
NBCSN - Los Angeles at Pittsburgh
New Orleans Bowl
SOCCER
Southern Miss. (6-6) vs Louisiana-Lafayette
1.30 p.m.
(6-6),
8 p.m.(ESPN)
FS1 - Bundesliga, TSG 1899 Hoffenheim vs.
Dec. 19 Game
Borussia Dortmund
Miami Beach Bowl
Tulsa (9-3) VS Central Michigan (6-6),
1:30 p.m.(ESPN)
NR
Dec. 20 Game
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Boca Raton (Fla.) Bowl
East
Memphis (8-4) VS. Western Kentucky (10-3),
W L T
Pct Pt: PA
6 p.m.(ESPN)
New England
10 2 0 833 319 207
Dec 21 Game
Miami
8 5 0 615 281 301
Poinsettia Bowl
Buffalo
6 7 0 462 325 301
San Dlego
N Y Jets
4 9 0 308 229 324
Brigham Young (8-4) vs Wyoming (8-5),8 p.m.
North
(ESPN)
W L T Pct Pt: PA
Dec. 22 Game
Pittsburgh
8 5 0 615 317 256
Famous Idaho Potato Bowl
Barb more
7 5 0 583 256 207
Boise
Cincinnati
5 7 1 423 268 269
Idaho (8-4) vs Colorado State (7-5), 6 p.m.
Cleveland
0 13 0 000 207 372
(ESPN)
South
Dec. 23 Gaines
W L T Pet Pf PA
Bahamas Bowl
Houston
7 6 0 538 229 274
Nassau
Tennessee
7 6 0 538 321 306
Eastern Michigan (7-5) vs Old Dominion (9-3),
Indianapolis
6 7 0 462 328 333
12 p.m.(ESPN)
Jacksonville
2 11 0 154 240 333
Armed Forces Bowl
West
Fort Worth, Texas
W L T Pct Pt: PA
Navy (9-3) vs Louisiana Tech (8-5), 3:30 p.m.
Kansas City
10 3 0 769 302 255
(ESPN)
Oakland
10 3 0 769 358 320
Dollar General Bowl

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

PRO FOOTBALL

PREP BOYS GOLF

iLakers celebrate 2016 golf season

Mobile,AM.
Orro (II-5) vs. Troy (9-3), 7 p.m (ESPN)
Dec. 24 Gems
Hews. Bowl

PRO HOCKEY

Middle Tennessee (8-4) vs Hawaii (6-7), 7 p.m
(ESN)
Dec. M Gabes
St Petersburg (Pb.) Bowl
Misossipp State (5-7) vi. Miami (Ohio)(6-6),
10 a m (ESPN)
Quick Lane Bowl
Detroit
Boston College (6-6) vs Maryland 16-6)
1 30 p.m. WO
Independence Bowl
Shreveport, La.
NC State (6-6) vs Vanderbilt (6-6), 4 p.m.
(ESPN2)
Dec. 27 Games
Heart ot Mai Bowl
Army (7-5) vs. North Texas (5-7), 11 am
(ESPN)
Military BOVA
Annapolis, Md.
Wake Forest (6-6) vs Temple (10-3), 2:30 p.m
(ESPN)
Holiday Bowl
San Diego
Minnesota (8-4) vs Washington State (8-4), 6
p.m (ESPN)
Cactus Bowl
Phoenix
Boise State (10-2) vs. Baylor (6-6), 9:15 p.m.
(ESPN)

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
W
Pct
Toronto
17
7 .708
New York
14
10
.583
Boston
13
11
.542
Brooklyn
6
.273
16
Philadelphia
6
18
.250
Southeast Division
L
W
Pct
Charlotte
14
11
.560
Atlanta
12
12 .500
Orlando
10
15
400
Washington
9
14
391
Miami
8
17
320
Central Division
W
L
Pct
Cleveland
17
5
773
Chicago
13
10 .565
Indiana
13
12
520
Detroit
13
13
.500
Milwaukee
11
12
.478
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
Pct
L
San Antonio
19
5
.792
Houston
17
7
.708
Memphis
17
8
.680
New Orleans
8
17
.320
Dallas
5
18
.217
Northwest Division
W
L
Pet
Oklahoma City
15
9 .625
Utah
15
10
.600
Portland
12
13
.480
Denver
9
15
.375
Minnesota
6
18
.250
Pacific Division
L
W
Pct
Golden State
21
4
.840
L.A. Clippers
17
7
.708
L.A. Lakers
10
16
.385
Sacramento
8
15
.348
Phoenix
7
17
.292

GB
3
4
10
11
GB
11
/
2
4
4
7

GB
4/
1
2
5/
1
2
6
6
GB
2
214
111
/
2
GB
Yr
3/
1
2
6
8
GB
314
111
/
2
12
13/
1
2

Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 97, Detroit 79
Golden State 116, Minnesota 108
Oklahoma City 99, Boston 96
New Orleans 120, Phoenix 119, OT
New York 118, LA. Lakers 112
Monday's Results
Indiana 110, Charlotte 94
Miami 112, Washington 101
Toronto 122, Milwaukee 100
Brooklyn at Houston,8 p.m.
Denver at Dallas, 8,30 p.m.
LA. takers at Sacramento, late
Portland at LA Clippers, late
Today's games
Memphis at Cleveland, 7 p.m.
Orlando at Atlanta, 7.30 p.m.
Golden State at New Orleans,8 p.m.
Minnesota at Chicago, 8 p.m.
New York at Phoenix,9 p.m.
Oklahoma City at Portland, 10:30 p.m.

•TITANS
From Pagell

Mariota had the worst passing day of his career in a game
he finished, throwing for only
88 yards.
But he also ran for 38 more.
Best of all, he didn't turn the
ball over to mark the Titans'
fourth straight game without
a turnover.
It's the first time they've
gone four games without a
turnover since the start of the
2013 season, and this is the
first game they've won without Mariota throwing a touchdown pass. Mat-iota snapped
an eight-game streak with
multiple TD passes.
"That is how it is going to
be sometimes," Mariota said.
"We had to grind it out a little bit on offense, you know,
make plays when we needed
to and guys did."
SIEMIAN'S BACK
Submitted Photo
Trevor Siemian returned
The Calloway County Lakers golf team celebrated the fall 2016 season at their annual
banquet over the weekend. Pictured from left to right: Jonathan Kuykendall, Isaiah But- and threw for 334 yards, his
ler, Daniel Bowden, Connor Steele, Ty Gallimore, Garrison Capps, Tanner Hicks(KHSAA third 300-yard passing game
State Tournament qualifier), and head coach T.J. Hargrove. Not pictured: Clayton Bobo. of his career. He also had a
3-yard TD pass to Emmanuel

let
EASTON CONFENBICE
Allealle Wake
W I VT Pb
Montreal
18 6 3 38
Ottawa
16 9 2 34
Borten
15 11 2 32
Tamps Bay
14 12 2 30
Detroit
13 12 3 29
Honda
12 12 4 28
Buffalo
10 11 6 26
Toronto
10 10 5 25
Metropolitan Mobiles
W
I. OT Pb
N.Y. Rangers
19 9 1 39
Palsburgh
17 7 3 37
Columbus
16 5 4 36
Washington
16 7 3 35
Philadelphia
16 10 3 35
New Jamey
12 9 6 30
Carolina
11 10 6 28
HY. Islanders
11 10 5 27
WESTERN CONFERBICE
Costal Malaita
W L OT Pb
Chicago
17 8 4 38
St. Louis
16 8 4 36
lamosota
14 8 4 32
Winnipeg
13 14 3 29
Kashille
12 10 4 28
Dallas
11 11 6 28
Colorado
10 14 1
21
Pacific Minion
W
L OT Pb
Anaheim
15 9 5 33
Edmonton
15 11
5 33
Calgary
16 13 2 32
San Jose
16 11
1
31
Loe Angeles
13 11 2 28
Vancouver
12 13 2 26
Arizona
8 13 5 21
Sunday's Results
Anaheim 5, Ottawa 1
Philadelphia 1, Detroit 0, OT
Washington 3, Vancouver 0
Minnesota 3, St Louis 1
Colorado 3, Toronto 1
N.Y Rangers 5, New Jersey 0
Chicago 3, Dallas 1
Edmonton 3, Winnipeg 2
Monday's Results
Pittsburgh 7, Ar12008 0
Boston at Montreal, late
Today's games
Los Angeles at Buffalo, 7 p m
Washington at N.Y Islanders, 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Carolina, 7 p.m.
Chicago at N.Y. Rangers,? p.m.
Arizona at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
San Jose at Toronto, 7:30 pm.
St Louis at Nashville,8 p.m.
Florida at Minnesota,8 p.m.
Anaheim at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Columbus at Edmonton,9 p.m.

•MSU
From Page11

their first half ambush.
"McMurry played extremely hard, they did what
they do, They shot threes,
they got after it; but we were
not going to lost the game,the
question was, would it be a
25-30 point game or would it
be a 50+ point game?," Cross
added."When you're up this
much, it's one of the hardest
thing to do to maintain your
focus and your intensity. We
were kind of going through
the motions there for a little
bit in the third quarter."
„Nearly every Racer got
an opportunity in the second half, including Marshall
County graduate Michaela
Manley, who finished with
five points and got to the free
throw line a game high eight
times.

MURRAY STATE 93,
MACMURRAY 37
Monday's Result
At CFSI3 Center

MACMURRAY (1-8): Charmalne Clark 1-5 0-0
2, Rachel Kerr 2-5 1-3 5, Llz Kruenanelbein
1-15 4-6 6, Kayla Horlacher 4-8 2-3 14, Destyne Pewee 3-9 0-0 6, Danielle Pools 141-1 3,
Andle Marvel 0-3 0-0 0, Jordan Wall 0-1 1-21.
Totals: 12-52(23.1%)9-15(60.0%) 37.
MURRAY STATE (15-4): Krystal James 1-7 0-0
3, Alex Brown 0-1 0-00, Taylor Reese 1-2 0-0
2, Jasmine Borders 4-15 0-0 10, Jessica Organ
1-3 0-0 2, Brie Bethea 4-7 0-0 10, !talisman
James 7-12 0-2 16, Daniefla Ptsano 3-8 1-2 8,
LaAsia Wright 7-10 0-0 16, Mary Jones 1-30-0
2, Kyra Gulledge 0-2 0-2 0, Katie Mackenzie
Winnipeg at Edmonton, 8:309.m.
2-3 1-4 5, Michaels Manley 0-4 5-85, Abria
Gulledge 6-12 0-1 14. Totals: 37-89 (41.6%)
7-19(36.8%)93.
MacMurray 7 8 9 13- 37
DECEMBER 13
Murray State 33 20 24 16 -93
1899 - George Grant patented the wooden golf
3
-POINT GOALS: MacMurray 4-17 (lioriachtee.
re 4-7, Powell 0-2, Marvel 0-3, Kruernmelhe1968 - Arthur Ashe became the first black man
In
0-5);
Murray State 12-37 (Betties 2-3, ha.
to be ranked *1 in tennis.
James 2-3, Wright 2-4, A. Gulledge 2-6, Borders
1971 - Bobby Hull (Chicago Black Hawks)
2-12, Kr. lames 1-3, Pisan° 1-3, Jones 0-1,
Scored his 1000th point
1976 - Joe Namath played his last game with Manley 0-2). REBOUNDS: MacMurray 40(TEAM
4, Kerr 7, Pouts 7, Clark 5,Kruernmelbeln 4, Northe New York Jets.
lather 4, Marvel 3, Wall 2); Murray State 59 (K.
1981 - Wayne Gretzky became the quickest to
reach 50 goals in a spasm, It was in the 39111 Gulledge 9, Reese 7, Ks. James 6, Mackenzie 6,
TEAM 6, Borders 5, Pisan° 4,Wright 4, Brown 3,
game.
1988 - Sandra Miller sued Mike Tyson for sex- Jones 3, Bathes 2, Kr. James 1, Organ 1, Manley
1, A. Gulledge 1). TOTAL FOULS (FOULED O(1T):
ual harassment
1998 - Mark Recchi(Montreal Canadians) end- MacMurray 12 (none), Murray State 14 (none).
ed his consecutive game streak. He had played TECHNICAL FOULS: None. ASSISTS: MacMurray
7 (Marvel 3, Popes 2, Powell 1, Hoelscher 1);
in 569 straight garnes.
Murray State 23(1(e. James 5, Borders 3, Jones
2000 - The Texas Rangers signed Alex Rain3, A. Gulledge 3, Pisan° 2, Wright 2, Brown 1,
guar to a record breaking 10-year, $252 million
Reese 1, Balboa 1, It Gulledge 1, Manley 1).
contract The contract amount broke all Minor
League Baseball records and all professional STEALS: MacMurray 6 (Marvel 2, Wall 2, Clark
1, Kruernmelbein 1); Murray State 27 (Borders
sports records.
7, Reese 4, Wright 3, A. Gulledge 3,1(e. James 2,
2001 - Jere Lehtinen (Dallas Stars) scored his
Jones
2, Manley 2, Kr. James 1, Brown 1, Bet100th NHL goal in a game against the Buffalo
h./ 1, Pisano 1). BLOCKED SHOTS: MacMurray
Sabres.
0; Murray State 8(K. Gulledge 7, A. Gulledge 1).
2001 - Denver Nuggets coach Dan Issel was
TURNOVERS: MacMurray 38; Murray State 13
suspended for tour games by his team for shouting a profanity and an ethnic remark at a tan.
2001 - Former Dallas Cowboy Nate Newton,
and two others, were arrested on charges of carrying at least 175 pounds of marijuana. It was his
second arrest in six weeks.

SPORTS HISTORY

IN RACERS
From Page11-1

Sanders in the fourth quarter
trying to rally Denver. But his
fourth-down pass on the second play of the quarter was incomplete as Denver turned it
over on downs. The Broncos
also settled for a 34-yard field
goal from Brandon McManus
after a sack backed them up
from first-and-goal at the Titans 7.
Denver also had the ball
needing only a field goal to
force overtime when AJ. Derby lost a fumble with 53 seconds left after catching a pass
from Siemian.
The Titans have young
tackles in third-year player
Taylor Lewan at left and rookie Jack Conklin, the eighth
pick overall, at right.
They gave up a sack to
Shane Ray, giving the Denver linebacker his 10th career
sack.
Ware also got a sack,breaking a tie with Richard Dent
and John Randle for eighth
all-time with the 138 /
1
2 sack
of his career.
But Tennessee ran for 138
of its 180 yards in the first half
in jumping out to a 13-0 halftime lead.•

Bethel. Carlisle County graduate Marcus Burnett added a
double-double of 10 points and
12 rebounds.
"We wanted to show that we
are not a soft team because, I
think, other teams might be
thinking we are soft," Thomas
said. "Even though we lost by
a lot to Evansville on Saturday,
we wanted to show our fans,
and even ourselves, mostly,
that we're a whole different
team.".

MURRAY ST. 103,
BETHEL (TN)65
Monday's nmurt
At CFS8 Center
BETHEL (TN)(0-1)
Edmondson 2-10 2-3 6, Reeves 1-2 1-2
3, Burnett 5-13 0-110, Rogan 10-19 1-3 26,
Wilkinson 0-1 0-00, Fraser 2-7 3-4 7, M.Taylor 0-1 4-8 4, Edrnonson 1-4 1-3 3, Robinson
1-2 0-02, Scott 0-4 0-1 0, Burton 0-1 4-44.
Totals 22-64 16-27 65.
MURRAY ST.(5-5)
Sanctrious 1-1 0-22, Stark 7-130-1 16,
Jones 5-6 7-7 20, Croaker 2-5 0-04, McGhee
1-4 8-12 10, Miller 44 2-2 11, Dupree 0-113-0
0, Thomas 4-6 4-5 12, Griffin 4-5 0-09, Grace
0-2 0-2 0, J.Taylor 7-13 4-5 19, Totals 35-64
25-36 103.
Halftime Murray St 43-28 3-Point
Goals Bethel (TN) 5-19 (Rogan 5-10, Robinson 0-1, Fraser 0-1, Scott 0-1, Burnett 0-1,
Burton 0-1, Wilkinson 0-1, Edmondson 0-3),
Murray St. 8-21 (Jones 3-3, Stark 2-6, Griffin 1-1, J.Tarytor 1-3, Miller 1-5, Grace 0-1,
McGhee 0-2), Fouled Out Dupree, Reeves
Rebounds Bethel (TN) 36 (Burnett 12), Murray St 44 (Thomas 9) Assisb Bethel (171)
11 (Edmondson, Wilkinson 3), Murray St. 25
(Stark 5)
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